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Abbreviations & glossing conventions 

Abbreviations 

1  First person 
2  Second person 
3  Third person 
abs  Absolutive gender (Iwaidja) 
CAUS  Causative 
COMPL Completive postverbal suffix 
INTRNS Intransitive 
ED  Edible gender (Maung) 
F  Future tense form of verbal prefix 
FE  Feminine gender (Maung) 
GEN  Non-masculine gender (Maung) 
INCHO Inchoative suffix 
KRDP  Verb reduplicative morpheme 
LL  Land and Liquid gender (Maung) 
LOC  Locative preposition 
MA  Masculine gender (Maung) 
NOMZ  Nominaliser 
NPST  Non-past tense suffix 
PC  Past continuous suffix 
pl  Plural 
PP  Past punctual suffix 
RECIP  Reciprocal suffix 
REDUP Complete reduplication of verb stem 
s  Singular 
TRANS Transitive 
VE  Vegetable gender (Maung) 
 

Glossing conventions 

Boundaries 

- morpheme boundary 
+ lexicalised morpheme boundary 
: portmanteau morpheme 
%% encloses underlying form 

 

Transitive verb prefixes 

The portmanteau pronominal prefixes are glossed by giving features of the subject 

followed by the object, separated by the forward slash (/). The order of the subject and 

object in the gloss does not necessarily reflect the order of the subject and object affixes 

in the prefix. 

 

Miscelleneous 

^ uninflected root form of noun / verb stem as given in dictionary 
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1 Introduction 

A beginner student or fieldworker of Iwaidja and Maung will notice the presence of 

numerous long verbs stems in the two languages, including: 

 

^ldakbalmurdundanymin ‘sea be rough; mouth swell up’ (Iw) ; 

^mangayirdamakbang  ‘talk in a faint voice’ (Iw); and 

^winybalinybukbun   ‘wash hands’ (M) 
 

In trying to analyse these long stems, a quick look at semantically correspondent roots 

reveals no answers: ldalha is the Iwaidja word for ‘sea’, ^ldahardama is the verb ‘to 

speak’, while yurnu is the Maung word for ‘hand’. None of these look remotely 

similar to their verbal counterparts. As a result, many of these verbs become treated as 

monomorphemic or at best, amalgamations of cranberry morphemes. 

 

A second observation they might make is the large disparity in size between the noun 

and verb lexicons, with verb stems greatly outnumbering nouns. For instance, let us 

consider ‘eye’ in Iwaidja and ‘head’ in Maung (Table 1). Although the meanings 

‘eye’ and ‘head’ are each represented by a single free morpheme in the noun lexicon, 

the same two semantic concepts are represented in a number of verbs in the verb 

lexicon. Furthermore, the verbs do not appear to contain any evidence of the relevant 

free morpheme. 

Table 1 Comparison of size of noun and verb lexicons (‘eye’ and ‘head’) 

Noun Gloss  Verb Gloss 
yarda eye (Iw) ^ldarlmala open one’s eyes 
   ^ldarldukbun close one’s eyes 
   ^ldarlwilju have a swollen eye 
   ^ldahamalan blind someone in the eye 
wanji head (M) ^ngartbanbu have a headache 
   ^ngartbarrki shoot in the head 
   ^ngartbulaw pour over head 
   ^ngartbuni throw at head 
 

These observations raise the question of where these nouns are disappearing. Are they 

being integrated into long verb stems, and if so, how can we recognise them when 

they are integrated? 
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In this paper, my main aim is to dismiss any belief in the inscrutability of such 

potentially overwhelming verbs. I show that such long verbs, which I term ‘macro 

verbs’1, can be broken down into smaller constituents, such as nominal roots and verb 

roots and these roots do not always resemble their semantically correspondent free 

roots. Along the way, as new morpheme boundaries are discovered, I also posit new 

morphophonemic changes. These are essential if we are to understand the 

morphological complexity of such verbs in Iwaidja and Maung. 

                                                
1 The term ‘macro verb’ is used to denote a verb that has complex morphology, not necessarily a verb 
that is composed of many syllables. 
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1.1 Overview of Iwaidja and Maung 

 

Figure 1 Possible genetic relationship of Iwaidjan languages (Evans, 2000) 
 

Iwaidja and Maung are members of the Iwaidjic sub-group of the Iwaidjan family, as 

shown in Figure 1, spoken around the coastal area of northwestern Arnhem Land in 

the Northern Territory. Both languages are still being taught to children today, with an 

estimated one to two hundred speakers each (Evans, 2000)2. 

 

Evans (2000) gives evidence for this genetic classification. As sister languages, 

Iwaidja and Maung share many typological features and vocabulary3. Like other 

members of the Iwaidjan family, both are head-marking languages, with verbs 

displaying much greater morphological complexity than nominals. Arguments are 

encoded mostly in pronominal prefixes to the verb, and suffixation, though present, is 

limited in both languages. A major difference between Maung and Iwaidja is that the 

latter has lost the ancestral gender system of proto Iwaidjan which almost certainly 

had five genders – masculine, feminine, vegetable, neuter and miscellaneous (Evans, 

1998). This system is still functioning in Maung, although more recent work has 

classified them as masculine (MA), feminine (FE), land and liquid (LL), vegetable 

(VE) and edible (ED) (Singer, 2006). 

 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the Iwaidjan languages and other Top End 

languages prior to European settlement. Many of these languages, such as Tiwi 

(Osborne, 1974) and the Gunwinyguan languages (Evans, 2003), are also head-
                                                
2 Singer (2006) believes the actual figure for Maung speakers to be higher than the recorded 239 
speakers in the 2004 census. 
3 70% shared basic vocabulary using Alpher & Nash’s (1999) word list, though their close 
geographical proximity also suggests a high level of borrowing might account for the very high 
percentage. 
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marking, and employ a system of complex pronominal prefixation. These languages, 

particularly those spoken in coastal areas, also show clear evidence of borrowing from 

Austronesian languages like Makassarese and Malay (collectively termed 

‘Macassan’), as a result of contact with traders from Macassar (Evans, 1992b). 

 

 

Figure 2 Map showing distribution of Iwaidjan Languages (Evans, 2000) 
 

1.2 Orthographic conventions 

In this paper I follow the current orthographic conventions used in Iwaidja, as shown 

in Table 2. Phonemes in brackets indicate how they are written in the current Maung 

orthography. 

Table 2 Consonant inventory 

 Bilabial Apico- 
Alveolar 

Apico- 
Retroflex 

Lamino-
Dentalb 

Lamino- 
Palatal 

Velar 

Stop b (p) d (t) rt th j k 
Nasal m n rn  ny ng 
Approximant w  r  y  
Fricative      h (g) 
Trill / Tap  rr rd    
Lateral  l rl    
Flapped Laterala   ld rld      
a not present in Maung 
b only present in a few loanwords in Iwaidja 
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The /th/ phoneme is only present in a few recent borrowings into Iwaidja, mostly of 

Macassan origin (Evans, 1997). Note that the Iwaidja diagraph ‘ld’ does not 

distinguish between the flapped lateral and a sequence of /l+d/ as in yaldany ‘root of 

water lily’. In contrast, ‘ld’ in Maung yaldany is unambiguously treated as the 

sequence /l+d/ since the flapped lateral is absent there. 

Table 3 Vowel inventory 

 Front Central Back 
High i  u 
Mid ea  oa 
Low  a  
a not present in Iwaidja 
 

The three vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ are present in both Iwaidja and Maung, and across the 

two languages they largely correspond exactly to each other. Maung however, has 

two additional phonemes /e/ and /o/, as a result of contact with the neighbouring 

Gunwinyguan languages. 

1.3 Sound correspondences in Iwaidja and Maung 

Most sounds correspond exactly in both languages. Many of the examples I provide 

here can be found in Evans (1997): 

m:m 
Iw marrk ‘desire’   M marrk ‘want’ 

 
ng:ng 
Iw ngabi ‘I’    M ngabi ‘I’ 
 
w:w 
Iw wahardi ‘elbow’   M wahari ‘elbow’ 
 
y:y 
Iw yanyjuk ‘milk, breast’  M yanyjuk ‘milk, breast’ 
 

Word medial Iw /rd/ corresponds to M /r/, due to slightly different historical lenition 

processes in both languages (see 4.1.1). 

rd:r 
Iw ngardalk ‘tongue’    M ngaralk ‘tongue’ 
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Iw /ld/ corresponds to M /l/. Evans (1997) postulates that this is the result of historical 

lenition of th > ld in both languages, followed subsequently by lateral deflapping in 

Maung, whereby ld > l (see 4.1.2 for further discussion). 

ld:l 
Iw lda ‘and’     M la ‘and’ 
Iw ^ldijbun ‘collect water’   M ^lijpun ‘he is collecting water’ 
 

Iw /ld/ also corresponds to M /y/ in a few examples. One explanation for this 

correspondence is that at some point in the history of Iwaidjic, *th alternated with *j. 

While the former developed into /ld/ and /l/ in Iwaidja and Maung respectively, the 

latter lenited to /y/. 

 
ld:y 
Iw ^ldambarlkalku ‘cut up sea meat’  M ^yambarlkalku ‘cut up sea meat’ 
 

Iw /rl/ corresponds to M /rl/ word-medially and finally. However in word initial 

position, Iw /l/ (only in borrowings) corresponds to M /rl/4: 

rl:rl 
Iw ngurlk ‘dirty water’   M ngurlk ‘dust; dirty water’ 

 
l:rl / #__ 
Iw lanjirrang ‘lamp’    M rlanjirrang ‘lamp’ 
 

Maung /e/ usually corresponds to Iwaidja /a/, although /e/ can usually be traced to the 

combination of /a+i/ or /i+a/ at morpheme boundaries (see 3.3 for further discussion 

of vowel combinations): 

a:e 
Iw ^urlha ‘go inside’    M ^urlhe ‘go inside’ 
Iw ^lurrjan ‘be in boat hunting’  M ^lurrjen ‘pole canoe along’ 
 

There are a number of other sound correspondences which are not regular and have 

thus far not been accounted for historically: 

Iw -jarrkbinybu and M -jarlkbinybu ‘singe feathers’ (see 6.4.3). 

Iw ^yijba ‘borrow’ and M ^yirtba ‘lend’ (see 6.4.5); 

                                                
4 Retroflex-initial words do not occur in Iwaidja, with the exception of /r/ initial words and one 
example of a /rl/ initial word: rludj ‘a boil’. 
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2 Iwaidja & Maung noun & verb morphology 

2.1 Compounding vs noun incorporation in Top End languages 

If we look at a sentence that contains the macro verb stem ^ngartbanbu ‘have a 

headache’, we notice that mention of the free noun wanji ‘head’ is not obligatory: 

 

Ngani-ngartbanbu-n    mira 
3MA/1sg-have.headache-NP  EMPH25 
 
‘I have a bad headache.’ (lit. ‘It, headache, is hurting me badly’) (Singer, 2006) 

 

The same is true of other verbs like ^ngartbarrki ‘shoot in head’ and ^ngartbuni 

‘throw at head’, and is evidence that the semantic argument ‘head’ is already encoded 

in these verbs. Therefore, it becomes clear that in analysing macro verb stems we 

need to consider how such nominal information is integrated into a verbal stem. The 

two main processes I consider are noun-verb compounding and noun incorporation6. 

 

Noun-verb compounding is a lexical process that often occurs when an activity carries 

a certain noteworthy status e.g. mountain-climbing (Mithun, 1984). The compounded 

noun does not have its own referent but instead qualifies the predicate. Furthermore, 

once a noun has been compounded, the vacated syntactic role need not disappear and 

may be filled by an oblique argument. With compounded body part terms, this slot is 

often filled by the possessor of the body part (Mithun, 1986). Bininj Gun-wok, spoken 

to the south-east of Iwaidja and Maung, contains many verb lexemes that are the 

result of compounding a nominal with a verbal stem e.g. bo+ngu [liquid+eat] ‘drink 

(Evans, 2003). 

 

In contrast, noun incorporation is a non-lexical process found mainly in polysynthetic 

languages whereby a nominal root becomes part of a verbal word. Unlike 

compounding, it is optional and productive across a large number of verbs provided 

                                                
5 Singer (2006) uses EMPH2 to indicate an emphatic postverbal particle. 
6 In Mithun’s (1984) classification, these two processes would be termed Type I or II noun 
incorporation and Type II or IV noun incorporation respectively.  
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they are semantically compatible. In the following example from Bininj Gun-wok 

(Evans, 2003), -godj- ‘head’ is incorporated optionally into the verbal word: 

 
Bamurru  a-bom  gun-godj. 
magpie.goose  1/3-hitPP IV-head7 
 
Bamurru  a-godj-bom 
magpie.goose  1/3-head-hitPP 
 
‘I hit the magpie goose in the head.’ 

 

Tiwi, spoken on Melville Island, abounds with nominals that can be incorporated 

(Osborne, 1974). However, in many cases, the semantically correspondent free form 

differs significantly from the incorporated form: 

incorporated free form gloss 
ki-   jikwani  ‘fire’ 

 mangu- kukuni  ‘fresh water’ 
 

Now if we examine the Maung transitive verb ^ngartbarrki ‘shoot in head’, we notice 

that like in the ‘magpie goose’ example, the syntactic object which the verb takes 

refers to the possessor of the head being assaulted: 

 
Ini-ngart±barrki-ny   duka  wanji8 
3MA/3MA-shoot.head-PP LOC head 
 
‘He shot it in the head.’ 
(± indicates a morpheme boundary which may or may not be lexicalised) 

 

The fact that the integrated form differs significantly from wanji is not problematic, 

given our knowledge of Tiwi noun incorporation. However, the crucial difference 

here is that ngart- is not optional in ^ngartbarrki ‘shoot in the head’ since ^barrki is 

not an independent verb stem in Maung: 

 

*Ini-barrki-ny duka wanji 
‘He shot it in the head.’ 
 

                                                
7 In Evans (2003), PP is used to denote the ‘past perfective’ while the roman numeral IV is used to 
denote a noun class that is typically neuter. 
8 Hewett et al. (In prep.) state that the overt object wanji ‘head’ here is optional. 
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The obligatory use of ngart- even when the overt noun wanji is present demonstrates 

clearly that we are not looking at a case of noun incorporation. The same holds true 

for other verb stems containing ngart-, as well as for most macro verbs in Iwaidja and 

Maung which do not tolerate the removal of morphemes. Therefore, it is clear that at 

least synchronically, these macro verbs should be treated as compounds and not verb 

stems that allow noun incorporation of the kind found in Bininj Gun-wok or Tiwi. 

 

However, the situation here is slightly more complex. A prototypical noun-verb 

compound would comprise at least two recognisable lexemes e.g. breast and feed in 

breastfeed. What we are faced with in Iwaidja is a large number of old compounds 

comprised of cranberry roots. While the meaning of some of these roots like ngart- is 

recoverable, this involves careful comparison of verb stems, breaking them down in a 

systematic way. 

2.2 Nominal morphology 

Before a discussion of the macro verb proper, it is necessary to mention that the term 

‘independent root’ is used in this paper to refer to any root that need not be bound in a 

verb stem. This term is necessary because many simple nominal roots in Iwaidja and 

Maung, particularly ones denoting body parts, cannot occur as free morphemes. These 

nominal roots must be prefixed to indicate possession, as in Iw ^mawurr ‘arm’: 

nga-mawurr    ‘my arm’ 
a-mawurr    ‘their arms’ 
bawurr (K-mawurr)9   ‘his / her  arm’ 

 
Maung nominal roots can further combine with gender prefixes to either specify the 

gender of the possessor or take a special meaning associated with the semantic 

domain of that gender (Evans, 1994). Looking at M ^mawurr ‘arm’ we have: 

i-mawurr    ‘his arm’ (MA) 
niny-mawurr    ‘her arm’ (FE) 
wu-mawurr    ‘creek, river’ (LL) 
ma-mawurr    ‘tree branch’ (VE) 
abawurr (aK-mawurr)  ‘yam vine’ (ED) 

 
Traces of this kind of gender prefixation can still be gleaned in Iwaidja. In the above 

example, bawurr ‘his arm’ can also be glossed as ‘arm’ or ‘front leg of crab’, with the 

                                                
9 K- is an underlying morpheme that is never realised as a segment, but hardens the following segment 
(see Chapter 3 for examples of this morphophonemic change). 
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big K- morpheme taking the absolutive gender slot.10 In addition, there are a number 

of older gender-prefixed nominals that have been frozen, e.g. mayinmul ‘headland’ (cf 

^yinmul ‘nose’) and mangardalk ‘flame’ (cf ^ngardalk ‘tongue’).  

 

Knowing that Iw ^ngardalk means ‘tongue’, if we examine the Iwaidja verb 

^ngardalkbalkba ‘stick one’s tongue out’, we might say that the ngardalk- component 

is an ‘independent’ root since it can be found outside this verb stem, though not as a 

free morpheme since it must specify a possessor with an appropriate prefix e.g. nga-

ngardalk ‘my tongue’. In contrast, ngart- in M  ^ngartbanbu ‘have a headache’ is not 

considered to be independent because it does not exist as a simple nominal root that 

can be prefixed for possession, i.e. it is not possible to say *nga-ngart ‘my head’.  

 

With this mind, we can now move on to verbal morphology proper. 

2.3 Verb template 

In order to understand the structure of Iwaidja and Maung verb stems, we first need to 

examine the structure of the verbal word in these languages. Figure 3 provides a 

simplified template, based on the Maung verb template presented in Singer (2006)11. 

 

Present 
tense prefix 
(M only) 

Person / Number / 
Gender / Future / 
Imperative (Iw only) 
prefix  

Verb stem Iterative / 
Durative / 
Reduplicative 
element 

TAM suffixes 

k- Pronominal prefix Verb stem K-reduplication TAM suffix 
Figure 3 Iwaidja and Maung verb template (simplified) 
 

In both languages, the verbal word typically consists of a pronominal prefix, the verb 

stem and a TAM suffix. Note that only Maung marks the present tense with a prefix, 

while Iwaidja has an additional set of prefixes to mark direction12 and the imperative. 

                                                
10 Evans (1998) argues that the 3sg prefix K- in Iwaidja is the result of a generalisation of the old 
miscellaneous gender prefix aK- (see 4.1.3). 
11 Singer (2006) refers to this as the ‘verb root’. Here I prefer the use of ‘verb stem’ since compound 
verb stems can be further broken down into noun and verb ‘roots’. 
12 Iwaidja has portmanteau directional prefixes (Pym, 1979) that encode both argument information 
and motion – ‘no direction’, ‘towards’ and ‘away’. 
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2.4 Pronominal prefixes 

Like many Top End languages, Iwaidja and Maung possess a rich system of 

pronominal prefixes that encode subject and object relations, using different sets of 

prefixes for intransitive and transitive verbs. For instance, looking at Iw ^bu ‘hit’: 

 
aK-bu-n     ayun-bu-n 
1/3s-hit-NPST     1/3pl-hit-NPST 
 
‘I hit him / her’    ‘I hit them’ 
 

In transitive verbs, Iwaidja does not distinguish gender (Masculine or Feminine) for 

3rd person objects, but it does so for 3rd person subjects: 

 
ri-bu-n      ka-bu-n 
3MA/3s-hit-NPST    3FE/3s-hit-NPST 
 
‘He hits him / her’    ‘She hits him / her’ 
 

Maung prefixes are even more complex, distinguishing all five genders for objects, 

but only making a two-way distinction between the Masculine (MA) and the other 

genders (GEN) for subjects in transitive verbs. A complete list of intransitive and 

transitive pronominal prefixes can be found in Pym (1979) for Iwaidja and Singer 

(2006) for Maung13.   

2.5 K-reduplication 

In K-reduplication the final syllable of a verb stem is copied and placed after k- such 

that: -CV → -kCV. Bilabials become /b/ while all other Cs are deleted due to 

phonotactic constraints, thus giving the form -kV or -kbV (Evans, 2007). In one 

example, Iw ^angkadbinybukbun ‘wash one’s arms’ is sometimes heard as 

^angkadbinybubun, where the /kb/ is simplified to /b/. This does not appear to be a 

predictable sound change, but is certainly worth noting. 

 

 

 

                                                
13 Capell & Hinch (1970) do not posit a big K- morpheme, instead giving the whole range of roots with 
hardened initials. 
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Table 4 Examples of K-reduplication 

Verb Gloss K-reduplicated 
form 

Gloss  

-bunya ‘cook’ -bunya-ka ‘keep cooking’ (M) 
-ldari ‘put inside’ -ldari-ki ‘put inside (many things)’ (Iw) 
-urluwu ‘poke for honey’ -urluwu-kbu ‘poke about for honey’ (Iw) 
 

K-reduplication typically encodes an iterative or durative meaning, though in some 

cases this meaning is lost when the reduplicated form has become lexicalised, as in: 

Iwaidja ^yirtbakba ‘help’, ^ldurlmanbukbun ‘suffer great pain’ and Maung ^ukiki 

‘teach’. 

 

One example, M ^wujbakbaha ‘suck on breast’ looks like it has undergone two K-

reduplications (cf M ^ujba ‘suck’, Iw ^ujbakba), with the second /k/ leniting to /h/ 

(see 4.1.1 for notes on historical sound changes). This is an isolated example 

however, and is suspect because the expected bilabial /b/ is absent in the second 

reduplication. 

2.6 TAM suffixes 

Capell & Hinch (1970) provide a good account of Tense, Aspect and Mood (TAM) 

suffixation in Maung, giving evidence for 14 verb classes based on the suffixes they 

take. They distinguish six major TAM categories – non-past, past punctual, past 

continuous and two irrealis categories for the imperative hypothetical (for a table and 

summary, see Singer, 2006). The future tense is also included, as the non-past marker 

must co-occur with the future prefix. They posit that all Maung verb stems are vowel-

final and take nasal-initial TAM suffixes.  

 

Pym’s (1979) original analysis of Iwaidja verbs shows that TAM suffixes distinguish 

between present and past (the future and imperative are marked by prefixation), with 

aspect only marked on some verbs in the past: 

 

nga-wani-Ø     nga-wani-ng 
1sg-stay-NPST    1sg-stay-PP 
 
‘I am staying’     ‘I stayed’ 
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a-wani-ngan 
3pl-stay-PC 
 
‘They were staying’ / ‘They used to stay’  

 

Verb stems are either nasal-final or vowel-final, and the zero suffix marks the present 

tense14. To form the past tense these final nasals are dropped and replaced with 

another nasal. However, when there are insufficient examples of inflections on a verb 

stem, it is difficult to determine if the stem is nasal or vowel-final. This is an area of 

research that is still generally lacking in Iwaidja and as a result, many verbs are 

inconsistently cited as being vowel or nasal-final. 

 

Comparing TAM suffixes in Maung and Iwaidja is therefore not only problematic due 

to differences in their TAM systems, but also due to inconsistencies in the given 

underlying forms of verb stems in Iwaidja. In order to create some consistency with 

their Maung cognates, I often treat Iwaidja verb roots as underlyingly vowel-final, 

even if the Iwaidja lexical entry is nasal-final. 

2.7 Verb stem 

As mentioned earlier, even though macro verb stems in Iwaidja and Maung look like 

compounds, they are composed of roots like ngart- that do not occur as independent 

roots. Since roots like ngart- clearly do possess meaning, how then do we analyse 

such verb stems as compounds? 

 

Let us start by looking at the basic minimal unit required for a verb stem in Iwaidja 

and Maung: a monosyllabic verb root like -bu ‘hit’, -ldiIw / -liM ‘be standing’. 

Alternatively, we could have one of a number of disyllabic verb roots such as -muni 

‘hit, pound’, -burlnga ‘change’ and -binybu ‘wash’.15 In addition to these, we find 

longer verb stems like M ^ngartbuni ‘throw at head’ which looks like a compounding 

of the root ngart- ‘head’ with -muni ‘hit’ (see 3.2 for the morphophonemic change). 

                                                
14 Subsequent glosses, (e.g. in Evans, 2007) indicate that many original nasal-final stems have been 
reanalysed as vowel-final and take /-n/ in the non-past tense.  
15 It may be possible to further analyse some of these verb roots as prepound plus monosyllable 
thematic (as in Evan’s grammar of Bininj Gun-Wok, 2003). I avoid the temptation here for reasons I 
give in 5.1. Note that these roots also take prepounds, suggesting that they have been disyllabic for a 
long time.  
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Consequently, we might call ngart- a ‘prepound’, referring to the preceding element 

that gets compounded with the verb root -muni to form a new verb lexeme. 

 

Figure 4 gives a basic template for analysing such macro verbs in Iwaidja and Maung, 

the individual components of which I shall describe briefly. 

 

Prepound Verb root Reciprocal / Inchoative / 
Causative suffix 

Verb root -jildi(n)Iw / -jiliM Nominal root 
Other root? Adjective root -(ny)mi(n) 

-(ny)ma(n) 

Figure 4 Macro verb stem template 
 

2.7.1 Verb root 

Verb roots can be monosyllabic or disyllabic (and possibly tri-syllabic). The majority 

of roots I have identified are disyllabic – a handful of which might be further broken 

up at a deeper level. They are mostly also independent roots, with the exception of a 

few: -barrki ‘hit, pierce’ -ldanyiIw / -lanyiM ‘hit’ and -bungku ‘remove’ (see 5.6). 

 

There is one instance where it seems a nominal root takes this slot in Iwaidja: 

^ldaharlalhu ‘pull by rope’ (cf Iw alhurdu ‘rope’, M alhuru ‘rope’). However, this is 

a one-off example, and it might be that -alhu is a denominalised verb root. 

2.7.2 Prepounds 

The majority of prepounds in my data refer to body parts. While it is technically 

impossible to prove most of them are nominal roots, given that many do not occur 

outside compound verbs, I consider them tentatively to be nominal roots on the 

grounds that a few body part prepounds like ^manga ‘throat’ and  ngardalkIw-  / 

ngaralkM- ‘tongue’ are also independent noun roots (see Chapter 6.2 for more 

examples). 

 

At present, I have not encountered any obvious verb roots occurring as the prepounds, 

although this possibility exists, given that cross-linguistically verb roots do get 

compounded in Bininj Gun-wok (Evans, 2003). Iw ^malkbajbungku ‘morning star 
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rise’ looks like a compound of two verb roots -malkba ‘emerge’ and -bungku 

‘remove’. However, it is likely that -malkba is being nominalised by the suffix -j 

which appears in Iwaidja as a nominaliser, cf ^yirran ‘make a paperbark torch’ and 

yirraj ‘paperbark torch’. 

 

There is however one example of a spatial prepound barn- (see 6.7) that I gloss as 

‘high’. It appears to be cognate with the Bininj Gun-Wok prepound barn-, found in 

the compounds barndi ‘be located up high’ and barnname ‘place up high’. 

2.7.3 Verbalisation of adjective roots 

The most common way adjective roots can be verbalised in Iwaidja and Maung is by 

adding the inchoative suffix -(ny)mi(n) (with the meaning of ‘becoming’) or the 

causative suffix -(ny)ma(n). Note that /ny/ only appears after vowel-final adjective 

roots. At least in Maung, -(ny)mi(n) follows the same conjugation pattern as the verb 

^mi ‘be, do, say’, while -(ny)ma(n) follows the same pattern as ^ma ‘take, get’ (Capell 

& Hinch, 1970). This suggests that the suffixes derived originally from these verbs, 

although the semantics of ^ma ‘take’ developing into a causative is questionable. 

Table 5 Inchoative suffix -(ny)mi(n) 

^ngurljak %ngurljak% 
[rich] 

rich, important (Iw) 

^ngurljakbin %ngurljak+min% 
[rich+do.say] 

become rich, important (Iw) 

^murrang %murra+ng% 
[big+?] 

big (cf M ^murra ‘many’) (Iw) 

^murranymin %murra+nymin% 
[big.INCHO] 

become big (Iw) 
(M) 

Table 6 Causative suffix -(ny)ma(n) 

^murrang %murrang% 
[big] 

big (cf M ^murra ‘many’) (Iw) 

^murranyman %murra+nyman% 
[big+CAUS] 

rear, bring up (Iw) 
(M) 

 

It is not entirely clear if these two suffixes can only attach themselves to adjective 

roots. For instance, the Maung verb ^lirrinymi ‘be angry’ appears to be derived from 

the nominal root ^lirri ‘trouble, enemy’ (cf Iw ^ldirri ‘anger, fight’). Their semantics 

however suggests that they do not combine with verb roots. 
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A verb root formed from such suffixation is also able to take on prepounds. The 

Maung verb ^murndulmurranymi ‘be distended’ contains the root -murranymi 

‘become big’, with the prepound murndul- which I propose means ‘belly’, given its 

recurrence in other words like murndamurnda ‘big-bellied person’ and 

murndulwanbal ‘wide across bottom of canoe’16. 

 

Of special mention is the Maung adjective ^lakbi ‘heavy’, which is verbalised by 

adding the suffix -wen or -wakba: ^lakbiwen ‘become heavy’, ^lakbiwakba ‘become 

stiff’. The underlying suffix is probably -wa that has combined with /i/ (see 3.3) in the 

former and lexicalised K-reduplication in the latter (see 2.5). 

 

Finally, it seems that the adjective root -barran ‘white’ is able to take the slot of a 

verb root in some compound verb stems. As shown in the first three examples of 

Table 7, the adjective root -barra normally combines with other prepounds to give 

more complex adjectives. However, in the last three examples, the compounded form 

is a verb, usually with the meaning of ‘light’.  

Table 7 Adjective root -barran ‘white’ / ‘light’ 

^widbarran %bid+barran% 
[?+white] 

white (adj) (Iw) 

^yalkbarran %jalk+barran% 
[hair+white] 

blonde (of hair) (adj) (Iw) 

ngurlkbarran %ngurlk+barran% 
[water+white] 

clear (of water) (adj) (Iw) 

^ngartbarran %ngart+barran% 
[head+white] 

be grey-haired (M) 

^arndalwarran %arndal+barran% 
[?+light] 

glow; light shine (M) 

^ajuwarrang %aju+barrang% 
[?+light] 

be light (Iw) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
16 ‘Belly’ and ‘canoe’ have a clear semantic link in these languages: Iw ^ldalal means both ‘belly’ and 
‘bottom of canoe’.  
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2.7.4 Reciprocal suffix 

The reciprocal suffix is not productive in Iwaidja and Maung and can be found in only 

a few verbs. In the few examples where it is present, its meaning of reciprocity is 

quite clear. 

Table 8 Reciprocal -jildi(n)Iw / -jiliM 

^ldalkan 
^lalka 

%ldalkan% 
%lalka% 
[ask] 

ask, choose (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldalkanjildin 
^lalkanyjili 

%ldalkan+jildin% 
%lalkany+jili% 
[ask+RECIP] 

have a meeting // 
discuss something 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldalkun %ldalkun% 
[spear] 

cut, spear (Iw) 

^ldalkunjildin %ldalkun+jildin% 
[spear+RECIP] 

fight with spears (Iw) 

2.7.5 Total reduplication of verb stem 

A number of verb roots undergo total left reduplication with the addition of a 

prespecified n- (Evans, 2007). As shown in Table 9, this reduplication can have a dual 

meaning as in ^ldanda, or an iterative meaning as in ^inyjininyji. 

Table 9 Total reduplication 

^lda %lda% 
[eat] 

eat (Iw) 

^ldanda %ldan+lda% 
[REDUP+eat] 

eat (of two people) (Iw) 

^inyji %inyji% 
[grab] 

pinch; grab (M) 

^inyjininyji %inyjin+inyji% 
[REDUP+grab] 

massage (M) 

2.8 Coverbs 

A final point of interest is the class of coverbs in Maung which differs from other 

verbs in that they do not take pronominal prefixes and do not inflect for tense, aspect 

or mode (Singer, 2006). Capell & Hinch (1970) provide a list of such coverbs, which 

they term ‘uninflected roots’. These roots are combined with an inflecting verb to 

form a complex predicate. No other elements may intercede between them. The most 

common inflecting verbs found in Maung coverb constructions include ^ma ‘take’ 

and ^wu ‘hit’ (Singer, 2006), verbs which I will show are also common roots in macro 

verbs.  
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While coverbs in Iwaidja form a much smaller class compared to inflecting verbs, 

their occurrence cannot be attributed strictly to borrowings from Maung. Table 10 

provides examples of some coverb constructions found in Iwaidja, some of which do 

not have cognates with Maung. 

Table 10 Comparison of coverbs in Iwaidja and Maung 

Iwaidja Maung gloss 
^wu angkad ^wu angkad say goodbye 
^ma wurlurlu ^ma wurlurlu hug 
^wu nginburr  hit on back 
^wani alba  play 
 

In Maung, coverb creation, unlike compounding, is a productive process. English 

words are usually borrowed into Maung as coverbs (Singer, 2006), as in ^mi start 

given in: 

Arrpana-mi-n-apa  start 

1pl.inF-do-NP-EMPH 117 Eng 

‘We’re going to start.’ 

 

Singer suggests that as a result of the tight link between each verb and coverb, the 

latter have been protected from lenition processes e.g. Iw & M *bula > wula ‘earth 

tremor’ (see 4.1 for historical sound changes). This would suggest that they might be 

useful in identifying roots, provided that the coverb construction was formed far 

enough in the past. 

                                                
17 Singer’s (2006) glossing conventions for Maung include: NP non-past and EMPH1 emphatic / 
backgrounding suffix. 
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3 Morphophonemics 

Previous work on morphophonemic changes in Iwaidja (Pym, 1979) and Maung 

(Capell & Hinch, 1970; Singer, 2006) has only looked at the boundary between 

pronominal prefixes and verbs stems, since most verb stems have been analysed as 

monomorphemic. Given the restricted number of prefix-final phonemes, only a 

limited number of such changes have been attested. 

 

In this section I present an extended list of morphophonemic changes that includes 

changes found within compound verb stems. In both the Iwaidja chart (Table 11) and 

the Maung chart (Table 12) these newly attested changes are presented in bold, while 

previously attested changes remain in normal typeface. Three examples of each newly 

attested change are given where possible, while a single example is given for each 

already attested change. 

 

One important change in the charts is the replacement of glide-initial roots with stop 

initials. As per Birch (forthcoming), Iwaidja morphemes that have been previously 

attested as /w/-initial (Capell & Hinch, 1970; Pym, 1979; Singer, 2006) are now 

analysed as having underlying /b/ initials (or /B/ where the bilabial initial cannot be 

verified) which lenite intervocalically. Similarly, previously attested /y/-initial 

morphemes have been reanalysed as having an underlying /j/ initial. Consequently, to 

ensure some consistency between the Maung and Iwaidja charts, I have also 

reanalysed Maung cognate glide-initial roots as stop-initial. 

 

Note that in the examples however, I continue to give the glide-initial citation forms 

of these underlying stop-initial roots: e.g. ^wu %bu%  ‘hit’ 

This is to ensure easy cross-referencing with the dictionary files, which have the 

glide-initial form as the citation form.  

 

In the charts, the symbol [#] is used to indicate where a sound change has been 

posited between two identified morphemes, but for which there are only a few 

examples. The symbol [?] is used to indicate when a sound change has been posited 

where the boundary between two morphemes cannot be verified, especially if one of 

them is a cranberry morpheme. 
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3.1 Iwaidja consonant morphophonemics 

The vowel-initial roots have been divided up according to the underlying consonant 

that is restored when preceded by the hardening morpheme K, e.g. in aK- ‘1sg/3sg’ 

pronominal prefix or the K- ‘3sg’ intransitive pronominal prefix. In general, for all 

vowel-initial roots, K + V results in /w/: 

e.g. wurlhan K-urlha-n  ‘he/she goes inside’ 
 

However, in some roots, K + V results in either /d/, /rt/ or /j/. For instance: 

e.g. artayang aK-aya-ng  ‘I see him/her’ 
 darryu  K-arryu  ‘It is open’ 
 ajirrka  aK-irrka  ‘I spear it (fish)’ 
 

 Evans (2006) states that the most plausible account for this is that the initial 

consonant had been deleted by a process of historical lenition (as described in 4.1) but 

has been preserved following K. Consequently, I analyse these as underlying (D)V 

and (j)V-initial roots, using /D/ to indicate either /rt/ or /d/ which occur in contrastive 

environments. 

 

Reconstructing the original consonant-initials for synchronic vowel-initial roots is not 

always possible. However, hints of their former existence can be found at the 

boundary of some stop-final prepounds that generally undergo lenition between 

vowels or between a liquid and a vowel. For instance, we would expect /k/ leniting to 

/h/ intervocalically as in ^ldahardama ‘speak’ (see Table 79 for analysis of verb 

stem). In contrast, we have the verb ^ldalku ‘cut’, not *ldalhu in a leniting 

environment, suggesting that the underlying form is %ldalk+Cu%, where C is a stop 

that has subsequently lenited. 

 

Note also that /k/ is deleted in environments where we would normally expect it to be 

preserved, i.e. when stop-adjacent. These deletions are not regular and usually 

alternate with forms that do have /k/. (see 2.5) 
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Table 11 Iwaidja morphophonemic chart 

underlying 
prefix-final 
phoneme / 
underlying 
prepound-
final 
phoneme  ld m ng b j (D)V (j)V V 
K- r1 b2 k3 b4 j5 d, rt6 j7 w8 
V- 
V- 

ld9 
ld 

m10 
m 

ng11 
ng 

w12 
w 

y13 
y 

(see 3.3) 
 

n- 
n- 

nd14 
nd15 

nm16 
nm, n17 

nng18 nb19 
nb20# 

nyj21  n22  

rn- rnd23?        
ny- nyj nym24 nyng nyb nyj  ny25  
ng-  nd26 ngm27 ngng

28 
ngb29 nyj30  ng31  

nng- (2sg 
intrans) 

nk32 
 

ngm nng, 
ngng 

ngb nyj  nng  

l- ld33 lm34  lw35   l36  
rl- rld37 rlm38  rlw39   rl40  
rr- rr41?    rry42  rr43  
rrK- rrk rr(k)b rrk db dj  rr  
d rr44# db45#  db46#    rL 
rt- rd47# rtb48#  rtb49  rt50?  rdL 
j- d51 jb52#      y L 
k (Vk- lk-, rlk-
, rrk-) 

k53 kb54 k55 kb56    h57 L 

# indicates limited no. of examples 
? indicates tentative sound change 
L indicates assumed sound change due to intervocalic lenition (see 4.1.1) 
 

                                                
1 K + ld → r 
ralkun   K-ldalku-n   ‘he cuts himself’ 
 
2 K + m → b 
kurruban  kurruK-ma-n   ‘you(pl) take him/her’ 
 
3 K + ng → k 
kurlhi   K-ngurlhi   ‘(his) skin’ 
kartbuni  K-ngartbuni   ‘he/she falls’ 
 
4 K + b → b 
binybun  K-binybu-n   ‘he/she washes him/herself’ 
 
5 K + j → j 
jijbalwinybun  K-jijbalwinybun  ‘he/she washes his/her hands’ 
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6 K + (D)V → D  (/rt/ word-internally and /d/ word-initially) 
artangkarranyi aK-angkarranyi  ‘I hit him/her on the arm’ 
damburryak  K-amburryak   ‘(his) chest’ 
 
7 K + (j)V → j 
ajirrka   aK-irrka   ‘I spear a fish’ 
 
8 K + V → w 
awadbi   aK-adbi   ‘I find him/her’ 
 
9 V + ld → ld 
aldarr   a-ldarr    ‘their jaws’ 
 
10 V + m → m 
kaman   ka-ma-n   ‘she carries him/her’ 
 
11 V + ng → ng 
ngangartbuni  nga-ngartbu-n   ‘I fall’ 
 
12 V + b → w 
awani   a-bani    ‘they sit’ 
 
13 V + j → y 
kayalman  ka-jalma-n   ‘she looks for him/her/it’ 
angbuyawun  angbu-jawu-n   ‘he/she/they dig’ 
 
14 n + ld → nd 
yandanga  yan-ldanga-n   ‘you send me’ 
kundakijba  kun-ldakijba   ‘I pass by you’ 
 
15 n + ld → nd 
^lduwunduwunma %lduwun+lduwun+ma% ‘discuss, talk about’ 
 
16 n + m → nm 
ayunma  ayun-ma   ‘I have them’ 
 
17 n + m → nm (sometimes, nm > m) 
^lduwunduwunma %lduwun+lduwun+ma% ‘discuss, talk about’ 
^alinmulwarrki %alin+mul+barrki%  ‘offend someone’s ears’ 
~ ^alimulwarrki 
 
18 n + ng → nng 
kudbunngalkbun kudbun-ngalkbu-n  ‘you(pl) hit them on the head’ 
 
19 n + b → nb 
yanbun   yan-bu-n   ‘you hit me’ 
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20 n + b → nb 
^manbu  %man+bu%   ‘chew, bite’ 
 
21 n + j → nyj 
yanyjalman  yan-jalma-n   ‘you(sg) look for me’ 
 
22 n + V → n 
adbunadbi  adbun-adbi   ‘we find them’ 
 
23 rn + ld → rnd 
^arndi   %arn+ldi%   ‘be on top’ 
 
24 ny + m → nym 
anymadbalang  any-madbalang  ‘I open it’ 
 
25 ny + V → ny 
anyamarrun  any-amarru-n   ‘I eat meat’ 
 
26 ng + ld → nd (ang- verbs) 
andijbun  ang-ldijbu-n   ‘I collect water’ 
 
27 ng + m → ngm 
angmirtan  ang-mirta-n   ‘you(sg) sing’ 
angmarrajbang ang-marrajba-ng  ‘I walk’ 
 
28 ng + ng → ngng 
angngartbuni  ang-ngartbuni   ‘you(sg) fall’ 
arrungngurjiying arrung-ngurjiyi-ng  ‘we make a noise’ 
 
29 ng + b → ngb 
angbani  ang-bani   ‘you(sg) sit’ 
kurrungburrwun kurrung-burrwu-n  ‘you(pl) think’ 
 
30 ng + j → ngj 
anyjamang  ang-jama-ng   ‘you(sg) work’ 
kunyjawun  kung-jawu-n   ‘you(sg) dig’ 
 
31 ng + V → ng 
angikbin  ang-ikbi-n   ‘you(sg) wake up’ 
arrungakan  arrung-aka-n   ‘we breathe’ 
 
32 ng + ld → ngk 
angkadurran  ang-ldadurra-n   ‘you(sg) vomit’ 
 
33 l + ld → ld 
^alaldi   %alal+ldi%   ‘make tracks’ 
^yijbaldalku  %jijbal+ldalku%  ‘get cut on the hand’ 
^yijbaldurlku  %jijbal+ldurlku%  ‘get one’s hand stuck’ 
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34 l + m → lm 
^ldakbalmalkba %ldakbal+malkba%  ‘(moon) appear, come out’ 
^ldakbalmarrkarrkbi %ldakbal+marrkbarrk+mi% ‘slur one’s words’ 
^ldamulmuni  %ldamul+muni%  ‘punch on ear’ 
 
35 l + b → lw 
^ldakbalwinybu %ldakbal+binybu%  ‘wash one’s lips’ 
^yijbalwinybu  %jijbal+binybu%  ‘wash ones’hands and arms’ 
^ldakbalwarrki %ldakbal+barrki%  ‘do shopping’ 
 
36 l + V → l 
^alimuludba  %alin+mul+udba%  ‘listen’ 
^ldakbulujba  %ldakbul+ujba%  ‘send a message’ 
 
37 rl + ld → rld 
^ldaharldalku  %ldaharl+ldalku%  ‘cut on the foot’ 
^ldaharldurlku  %ldaharl+ldurlku%  ‘get one’s foot stuck’ 
 
38 rl + m → rlm 
^arlmuni  %arl+muni%   ‘pay for something’ 
^ldarlmala  %ldarl+mala%  ‘open one’s eyes’ 
^ldarlmarrawa %ldarl+marrawa%  ‘cry with face in hands’ 
 
39 rl + b → rlw 
^ldaharlwinybu %ldaharl+binybu%  ‘wash one’s feet’ 
^ldurlwanyan  %ldurl+banyan%  ‘long and thin’ (adj) 
 
40 rl + V → rl 
^ldarlambijambij %ldarl+ambij+ambij% ‘giggle’ 
 
41 rr + ld → rr 
^marranyi  %marr+ldanyi%  ‘wave, beckon’ 
 
42 rr + j → rry 
^wurryijba  %burr+jij+ma%  ‘come from (family, tribe)’ 
^amburryirda  %amburr+jirda%  ‘jostle with chest’ 
 
43 rr + V → rr 
^mungkurrukbu %mungkurr+ukbu%  ‘break yam off at neck’ 
^mirrurdikbi  %mirr+urdi+kbi%  ‘go up, ascend’ 
 
44 d + ld → rr 
^angkarrakbi  %angkad+ldakbi%  ‘wear around the arm’ 
^angkarranyi  %angkad+ldanyi%  ‘hit on the arm’ 
 
45 d + m → db 
^angkadba  %angkad+ma%  ‘grasp one’s arm when giving 
       something to someone’ 
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46 d + b → db 
^wudbunya  %bud+bunya%  ‘warm on fire so as to harden’ 
^ldadbani  %ldad+bani%   ‘stop (someone)’ 
^angkadburang %angkad+burang%  ‘tie up by the arm; forefin’ 
 
47 rt + ld → rd 
^ngardakbi  %ngart+ldakbi%  ‘wear around forehead; tie  

around top’ 
48 rt + m → rtb 
^ngartbuni  %ngart+muni%  ‘fall, land’ 
 
49 rt + b → rtb 
^ngartbinybu  %ngart+binybu%  ‘wash hair’ 
^(j)irtbirru  %jirt+birru%   ‘carry meat on a string’ 
 
50 rt + D(V) → rt 
^ngartarru  %ngart+Darryu%  ‘initiate’ 
 
51 j + ld → d 
^yidalku  %jij+ldalku%   ‘get cut on the hand’ 
^yidi   %jij+ldi%   ‘put one’s hand in’ 
 
52 j + m → jb 
^yijba   %jij+ma%   ‘borrow from; come from’ 
 
53 k + ld → k 
^yarrkalku  %jarrk+ldalku%  ‘cut hair’ 
^wilkanyi  %bilk+ldanyi%  ‘hit on the face’ 
^yalkurtbujud  %jalk+ldurtbuj+ud%  ‘short (of hair)’ (adj) 
 
54 k + m → kb 
^ldakbalkba  %ldak+malkba%  ‘reveal one’s thoughts’ 
^ngardalkbalkba %ngardalk+malkba%  ‘stick tongue out’ 
^ldakbuni  %ldak+muni%  ‘be in a place ready and waiting’ 
 
55 k + ng → k 
^yalkunji  %jalk+ngunji%  ‘dark (of hair)’ 
^ldakinka  %ldak+nginka%  ‘turtle or dugong surface to  

breathe’ 
56 k + b → kb 
^ngalkbun  %ngalk+bun%   ‘hit on head; crack open’ 
^ngardalkburlnga %ngardalk+burlnga%  ‘be multilingual’ 
^yalkbarran  %jalk+barran%  ‘blond (of hair)’ 
 
57 k + V → h 
^ldahardama  %ldak+ardama%  ‘speak, talk’ 
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3.2 Maung consonant morphophonemics 

As in Iwaidja, there are instances in Maung where /k/ is deleted in normally 

preserving environments. These occurrences are not regular, and sometimes alternate 

with forms which do preserve /k/. For instance: 

karr(k)bani   k-arrk-bani    ‘we(incl) are sitting’  
karrbarlkbarrakan  k-arrk-barlkwarrakan   ‘we(incl) who are old people’ 
 

There are some other changes that need to be accounted for. For instance, we usually 

find the expected change b > w in most leniting environments. However, in some 

cases, we get b > Ø after certain prepounds ending in /l/ and /rl/. The stops /k/ and /rt/ 

also do not appear to lenite when combined with vowel-initial roots, although this 

might be evidence that in the examples I have provided, the root-initials were 

originally consonants. 

Table 12 Maung consonant morphophonemic chart18 

 root-initial 
underlying 
prefix-final 
phoneme / 
underlying 
prepound-
final 
phoneme l m ng b j V 
K- d1 b2 k3 b4 dj5 w 
V- 
V- 

l6 m7 ng8 w9 y10 (see 3.3) 

n- 
n- 

nk? nm11 nng12 nb13 nj14 n15 

rn- rnd16   rnb17  rn18 
ny- nyj19 nym20 nyng21 nyb22 nyj23 ny? 
ng- nd24 ngm25 ng ngb26 ngj27 ng 
l- l28? lm29  lw30, l31 ly32# l33# 
rl- rl34# rlm35#  rl36?  rl37# 
rr- (2pl nom) 
rr- 

rr 
rr38 

db39   rr40 
rry41? 

rr42 

rrk- rrk43 rrb44 rrk45 rr(k)b46 dj47 rr48 
k- (lk- rlk- rrk) k49 kb50 k51 kb52  k53# 
rt- rt54 rtb55  rtb56  rt57# 
# indicates limited no. of examples 
? indicates tentative sound change 

                                                
18 I have excluded /n/ and /h/ initial roots in the Maung data since such initial roots do not appear in 
stem-internal morphemes. 
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1 K + l → d 
adijbularr  aK-lijbularr   ‘young plants; fingers (ED)’ 
 
2 K + m → b 
abawurr  aK-mawurr   ‘armlike projection of yam (ED)’ 
 
3 K + ng → k 
akijalk   aK-ngijalk   ‘yam; grain; fruit (ED)’ 
 
4 K + b → b 
abartbalmili  aK-bartbalmili   ‘part of house under the gables  

(ED)’ 
5 K + j → dj 
adjirriki  aK-jirriki   ‘vegetable scraps (ED)’ 
 
6 V + l → l 
ilakbirij  i-lakbirij   ‘mouth, opening (MA)’ 
 
7 V + m → m 
imurra   i-murra   ‘many (MA)’ 
 
8 V + ng → ng 
wungijalk  wu-ngijalk   ‘deep water, ocean (LL)’ 
 
9 V + b → w 
iwarrura  i-barrura   ‘throat, lower face (MA)’ 
 
10 V + j → y 
iyarlmu  i-jarlmu   ‘spirit (MA)’ 
 
11 n + m → nm 
ngadbunmarkbukbun ngadbun-markbukbu-n ‘we are slowing them down’ 
 
12 n + ng → nng  
anngujanymin  an-ngujanymi-n  ‘you’ve gone black’ 
 
13 n + b → nb 
nganbarlkung  ngan-barlku-ng  ‘you(sg) promised’ 
 
14 n + j → nj 
kanjirran  k-an-jirra-n   ‘you(sg) are shining a light’ 
 
15 n + V → n 
ngarrununi  ngarrun-u-ni   ‘give me (something)’ 
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16 rn + l → rnd 
^murndulku  %murn+lulku%  ‘trap fish; fence off’ 
^warndangaliki %barn+langa+li+ki%  ‘have legs elevated’ 
 
17 rn + b → rnb 
^warnbani  %barn+bani%   ‘sit back on heels (polite way)’ 
^yirnbarrki  %jirn+barrki%  ‘have an affectionate feeling for,  

be sorry for’ 
18 rn + V → rn 
^warnukbu  %barn+ukbu%  ‘lie stretched out; bend down’ 
^yirnukbu  %jirn+ukbu%   ‘go around’ 
 
19 ny + l → nyj 
ninyjakbirij  niny-lakbirij   ‘mouth, opening (FE)’ 
 
20 ny + m → nym 
kinymirawn   k-iny-mirawn   ‘she sings’ 
 
21 ny + ng → nyng 
ninyngijalk  niny-ngijalk   ‘her body’ 
 
22 ny + b → nyb 
ninybalu  niny-balu   ‘look like (FE)’ 
 
23 ny + j → nyj 
ninyjarlmu  niny-jarlmu   ‘spirit (FE)’ 
 
24 ng + l → nd 
ngunda  ngung-la   ‘I drink it (LL obj)’ 
 
25 ng + m → ngm 
ngungmarrajbung ngung-marrajbu-ng  ‘I walked’ 
 
26 ng + b → ngb 
nungbartbalmili nung-bartbalmili  ‘river; creek; bank (LL)' 
 
27 ng + j → ngj 
inyi kurrangjarrun inyi kurrang-jarru-n  ‘do not follow (this path)’ 
 
28 l + l → l 
^yirnbulanyi  %jirnbul+lanyi%  ‘hit on the nose’ 
 
29 l + m → lm 
^wartbalmuni  %bartbal+muni%  ‘bump together’ 
^wurtbulmuni  %burtbul+muni%  ‘splash (water)’ 
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30 l+ b → lw 
^wartbalwani  %bartbal+bani%  ‘hit on forehead’ 
^ngurtbulwarrki %ngurtbul+barrki%  ‘fill with water’ 
 
31 l + b → l  (deletion of /b/) 
^yirtbalinybun  %jirtbal+binybun%  ‘wash hands’ 
^winybalinybukbun %binybal+binybu+kbun% ‘wash hands’ 
^nilakbalunya  %ni+lakbal+bunya%  ‘light a fire’ 
 
32 l + j → ly 
^lakbalyirrkbu  %lakbal+jirrk+bu%  ‘fill to top; fuck’ 
 
33 l + V → l 
^ngurtbulukbu  %ngurtbul+ukbu%  ‘be immersed in; drown’ 
 
34 rl + l → rl 
^marlalku  %marl+lalku%  ‘cut someone’s throat’ 
 
35 rl + m → rlm 
^larlmalkba  %larl+malkba%  ‘emerge’ 
 
36 rl + b → rl 
^yarlinybu  %jarl+binybu%  ‘clean one’s teeth’ 
 
37 rl + V → rl 
^larlukbu  %larl+ukbu%   ‘die’ 
 
38 rr + l → rr 
^amburranyi  %amburr+lanyi%  ‘smite one’s chest’ 
^marranyi  %marr+lanyi%  ‘wave’ 
 
39 rr + m → db 
nuwudburra  nuwurr-burra   ‘you(pl) who are many’ 
 
40 rr + j → rr  
nuwurrarawungud nuwurr-jarawungud  ‘you(pl) who are few in number’ 
  
41 rr + j → rry 
^ngurlkbarryu  %ngurlkbarr+ju%  ‘lie on back’ 
 
42 rr + V → rr 
kurrarran  kurr-arra-n   ‘you(pl) are walking around’ 
 
43 rrk + l → rrk 
karrkangali  k-arrk-langali   ‘we(incl) are standing’ 
 
44 rrk + m → rrb 
karrbalaminmin k-arrk-malaminmin  ‘we(incl) are spinning around’ 
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45 rrk + ng → rrk 
karrkinka  k-arrk-nginka   ‘we(incl) are talking’ 
  
46 rrk + b → rr(k)b 
karrbarlkbarrakan k-arrk-barlkwarrakan  ‘we(incl) who are old people’ 
arrkbarrura  arrk-barrura   ‘our(incl) throats’ 
 
47 rrk + j → dj 
adjayik   arrk+jayik   ‘our(incl) bones’   
 
48 rrk + V → rr 
karrunmin  k-arrk-unmi-n   ‘we(incl) are similar’ 
 
49 k + l → k 
^yarrkalku  %jarrk+lalku%  ‘cut hair’ 
^yambarlkalku  %jambarlk+lalku%  ‘cut sea meat’ 
^yarrkanyi  %jarrk+lanyi%  ‘comb hair’ 
 
50 k + m → kb 
^lakmuni  %lak+muni%   ‘dig out with mouth and eat’ 
^lakbalkba  %lak+malkba%  ‘reveal secret’ 
 
51 k + ng → k 
^ngurlkunji  %ngurlk+ngunji%  ‘stirred up dirty water’ 
^ngaralkinka   %ngaralk+nginka%  ‘grumble’ 
^lakinka  %lak+nginka%  ‘turtle or dugong surface to  

breathe’ 
52 k + b → kb 
^yarlkbinybun  %jarlk+binybun%  ‘singe feathers off’ 
^ngurlkbarrki  %ngurlk+barrki%  ‘put head to ground’ 
^wurlkbarrki  %burlk+barrki%  ‘be hungry, have an empty  

stomach’ 
53 k + V → k 
^wurlkujbakba  %burlk+ujba+kba%  ‘sob’ 
 
54 rt + l → rt 
^ngartalku  %ngart+lalku%  ‘wear a hat’ 
^yirti   %jirt+li%   ‘pull something out’ 
 
55 rt + m → rtb 
^ngartbuni  %ngart+muni%  ‘throw at head’ 
^yirtba   %jirt+ma%   ‘lend’ 
 
56 rt + b → rtb 
^ngartbulaw  %ngart+bulaw%  ‘pour over head’ 
^ngartbunya  %ngart+bunya%  ‘cook on top of burning fire’ 
^wartbani  %bart+bani%   ‘put something on top’ 
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57 rt + V → rt 
^yirtudba  %jirt+udba%   ‘leave something with someone’ 
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3.3 Vowel morphophonemics 

One important difference between Iwaidja and Maung morphophonemics is what 

happens at the V+V boundary. According to Pym (1979), in Iwaidja V1 + V2 usually 

results in a deletion of the first vowel, thus giving V2 : 

anadbi   ani-adbi  ‘he finds them’ 
angbakan   angbu-aka-n   ‘he/she/they breathe’ 
 
However, in some cases, V1 is retained: 

arlhan   a-urlha-n ‘they go inside’ 

 

The situation in Maung, which has five vowel phonemes, is more complex. Capell & 

Hinch (1970) present the following chart and examples: 

Table 13 Maung vowel morphophonemics 

Following vowel 
 

Preceding vowel 
i a u 

i i e1 u2 
a e3 a u4 
u wi5 o6 u 

 

                                                
1 i + a → e 
ngeyan   ngi-aya-n  ‘I see him’ 
 
2 i + u → yu 
ngyudban  ngi-udba-n  ‘I put him’ 
 
3 a + i → e 
kingerrka  ki-nga-irrka  ‘she spears it’ 
 
4 a + u → u 
kuwanudba  ki-wana-udba  ‘you will put it’ 
 
5 u + i → wi 
kwikbi   ku-ikbi   ‘you waken him’ 
 
6 u + a → o 
kodbi   ku-adbi  ‘you hold it’ 
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These examples are not entirely uncontroversial. In their conjugation of the verb ^u 

‘lie down’, Capell & Hinch (1970) also show that /a+u/ and /i+u/ can result in 

diphthongs: 

ngau   nga-u   ‘I am lying down’ 

kiu   ki-u   ‘He is lying down’ 

 

Subsequent researchers have since transcribed these as glide-final syllables giving the 

forms: ngaw and kiw. This suggests the rule:  V + u → Vw 

 
Furthermore, it is also possible for:   u + a →  u 

kawuyanyjilin  k-awu-ayanyjilin  ‘they are lovers’ 

 

Given the complexity of these vowel combinations in Maung, it has been difficult to 

analyse /e/ and /o/ as underlying combinations of two vowels. However, in a number 

of examples, it does appear that /e/ is a combination of /a + i/, where the addition of 

the /i/ morpheme results in an intransitive or reflexive verb (see Table 32). 
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4 Identifying roots in Iwaidja & Maung 

In this section I briefly describe my method in looking for roots in Iwaidja and 

Maung, citing previous research that has aided me in my search. The data for my 

investigation has come from two electronic data files compiled by fieldworkers: 

Iwaidja (Birch & Evans, In prep.); Maung (Hewett et al., In prep.). 
 

First of all, a language internal investigation was carried out, taking into account 

previously attested morphophonemic changes (see Chapter 3). Sets of possible 

allomorphs within the same semantic domain were identified and a morpheme was 

posited if there were at least three clear examples. Phonologically similar morphemes 

within similar semantic domains were also grouped together and if they were found to 

be allomorphs, new morphophonemic changes were then posited. The process was 

then repeated, taking into account these newly attested changes. 

 

The comparative method was then applied to look for cognate morphemes across both 

languages. Previously posited historical sound changes in the Iwaidjan family (see 

4.1) were taken into account, as were the general issues related to applying the 

comparative method (see 4.2). Cognate morphemes that were found in only one or 

two examples in each language were then grouped together and an underlying 

morpheme posited for the whole set. 

4.1 Historical sound changes in Iwaidja & Maung 

4.1.1 Consonant shift in Iwaidjan 

Figure 5 Historical consonant lenition in Iwaidjan 

short stop b d rt  j             k 
 ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓             ⇓ 

            h approximant / 
liquid 

w rr / Ø 
 

rd (Iw) 
r (M) 

y 
⇓ ⇓ 

 ⇓   ⇓ y / i_i w / u_u 
zero Ø   Ø  
 

The most important sound changes to have affected the Iwaidjan languages are a 

series of intervocalic (or liquid-vocalic) consonant lenitions. Evans (2007) proposes 

that proto Iwaidjan had a long and short stop series, which is a typical phonological 
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feature of the languages of Arnhem Land not found any of the modern Iwaidjan 

languages (Evans, 2000). After the loss of the length distinction, the short stops 

subsequently lenited, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

If an intervocalic glide is deleted, the resulting VV sequence is then simplified. In 

Iwaidja the first vowel is usually deleted, although in some sequences the first vowel 

is retained19. In Maung the resulting vowel depends on the two vowels in sequence, as 

mentioned in 3.3. We can see this syllable reduction that follows glide deletion by 

comparing M ^marrawurlnga ‘go around’ with Iw ^marralnga ‘turn around, where 

/wu/ has deleted. 

 

This chain of consonant lenition is usually taken as default in most of my analyses. 

Therefore, when a stop occurs in a non-preserving environment, i.e. intervocalically 

or between a liquid and a vowel, there is an implicit assumption that it developed 

from a geminate or a C1C2 sequence, in which one C underwent deletion. 

4.1.2 Flapped lateral /ld/ 

Evans (2007) also suggests that the interdental stop /th/, a common typological feature 

of Australian languages, lenited to a flapped lateral /ld/ which subsequently 

underwent ‘de-flapping’ in Maung.20 A comparison with proto Arnhem verbs (Green, 

2003) and proto Gunwinyguan verbs (Alpher, Evans, & Harvey, 2003) reveals the 

following correspondences: 

 

pA, pGN *thi, Iw ldi, M li ‘be standing’ 

pA *thO, pGN *thu, M luntu ‘scold’, Iw ldu ‘growl’ 
 

Admittedly, this cannot account for all instances of /ld/ which occurs root-initially in 

23.5% of bound roots in Iwaidja, and perhaps more (Evans, 2006). Note that /l/ in 

                                                
19 My feeling is that when /a+u/, /a/ is retained, as in the marralnga example above and also in arlhan 
‘they go’ (see 3.3). 
20 The interdental stop /th/ has subsequently crept back into Iwaidja and Maung, occurring in only a 
few loanwords of Macassan origin, where it is in free variation with /d/ e.g. Iw darriba ~ tharriba 
‘trepang, sea cucumber’ (from Makassarese taripang), M mudarang ~ mutharang ‘pearlshell’ (from 
Malay mutiara) (Evans, 1992b). 
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Iwaidja does not occur root or word-initially except in more recent loans, mostly of 

Macassan origin e.g. ladi ‘knife’ and ladung ‘lead, metal’ (Evans, 1997)21. 

4.1.3 Consonant mutation in Iwaidja 

The final important sound change in the history of Iwaidja is initial consonant 

mutation, which (Evans, 1998) links to the loss of the ancestral gender system and the 

generalisation of the neuter gender prefix aK- which hardened all root-initials. The 

initial vowel was then lost, resulting in such word initials as: 

Figure 6 Consonant mutation in Iwaidja 

Initial m w y ng w l 
becomes b b j k k (few examples) r 
 

Given that I treat initial /w/ as underlying initial /b/ (see Chapter 3), in my analysis K- 

is viewed as a preserving environment for root-initial stops that would have otherwise 

undergone intervocalic lenition.  

4.1.4 Other sound changes 

In 1.3, I mentioned briefly some sound correspondences between the two languages 

that have not yet been accounted for historically. In particular there are a number of 

correspondences between liquids that have not been explained, such as Iw 

^yarrkbinybu and M ^yarlkbinybu ‘singe feathers’, which are probably related to the 

Iwaidja adjective prepound yalk- ‘hair’. (see 6.4.2 for analysis).  

 

In addition, the Iwaidja verb ^wudbarrjin ‘pierce one’s nose’ ends in -barrjin, which 

is derived from -barrki ‘hit, pierce’ (see Table 34). Pym (1978) notes that some verb 

stems ending in -ka and -ki replace /k/ with /j/ and the final vowel with /i/ and add /ny/ 

for the past tense. 

e.g. nga-ldakbalwarrki  ‘I’m shopping’ 
 nga-ldakbalwarrjiny  ‘I bought it’ 
 

^wudbarrjin therefore appears to be a lexicalised form of the past tense of the verb. 

Another example would be Iw ^yiharrjiny ‘poisonous fangs’, which looks like a 

                                                
21 Evans (1997) originally postulated that Iwaidja underwent l-flapping, a theory which has been 
subsequently rejected in favour of Maung de-flapping, given the evidence that suggests that /ld/ 
developed from proto Arnhem *th. 
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lexicalised past tense form of *yiharrki (‘teeth’ + ‘hit, pierce’) that eventually 

developed into a deverbal nominal. 

4.2 Cognates vs borrowings 

The often close phonological similarities between cognates in Iwaidja and Maung  

brings to mind the persistent difficulty in identifying cognates in Australian languages 

(O'Grady & Fitzgerald, 1997). Thankfully, the problem of determining if two 

phonologically similar morphemes are cognates or borrowings is less crucial here 

since I look at bound morpheme cognates. These seem more temporally stable than 

their free morpheme counterparts and if one language has borrowed a compound from 

the other, it is most probable that the borrowing cannot be analysed morphologically 

in the receiving language. 

 

Still, to illustrate this basic problem of determining true cognates22, if I were looking 

at free morphemes in the two languages, a comparison of Iwaidja and Maung basic 

vocabulary using (Alpher & Nash, 1999)’s list would show that the two languages 

share about 70% of their basic vocabulary (see Appendix A). This is not surprising 

given their close genetic relatedness. However, words that are generally regarded to 

be most stable such as ‘hand’, ‘foot’ and ‘ear’ in the Pama-Nyungan context (O'Grady 

& Fitzgerald, 1997) do not have cognates in these two languages, as illustrated in 

Table 14. This suggests that body part words are replaced much more quickly in these 

languages.  

Table 14 Comparison of ‘hand’, ‘foot’ and ‘ear in Iwaidja and Maung 

 Iwaidja Maung 
‘hand’ ^wirrkalk (also ‘finger’) yurnu (ED) 
‘foot’ ^lduli yurnu (ED)23 
‘ear’ kalajarr larnngalk (VE) 
 

                                                
22 Despite criticism of the comparative method in the Australian context, more recent on lexico-
statistics (Alpher & Nash, 1999; Black, 1997) suggests that the level of borrowing in Australian 
languages is not significantly higher than in other better-studied languages such as English and French. 
23 Maung is able to optionally specify ‘foot’ and ‘hand’ using the phrasal constructions yurnu ta 
karrungarlukpa ‘the extremity we walk on’ and yurnu ta karrungmarranyi ‘the extremity we wave 
with’. 
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5 Verb roots in macro verb stems 

In this section I will be looking at some common verb roots that occur in many macro 

verb stems. All data concerning proto Arnhem (pA) come from Green (2003) and 

proto Gunwinyguan (pGN) from Alpher et al. (2003) and Harvey (2003). 

 

Note that where a verb in one language has a cognate with a different meaning in the 

other, I separate the definitions with //. Unless otherwise stated, all glosses are of 

verbs. Where a morphophonemic change is unusual, it is given in the table in 

brackets. [?C] indicates a cranberry morpheme whose meaning cannot be ascertained 

and [?S] indicates where a clear semantic meaning cannot be posited even where there 

are numerous examples of the morpheme. Finally, [?] next to a verb stem indicates 

uncertainty of its membership in a paradigm. 

5.1 Verbal conjugations in Maung 

As mentioned earlier en passant, a number of disyllabic verb roots look like they 

could be further analysed. By this I mean they could be analysed as a prepound plus a 

monosyllabic thematic, such as in Bininj Gun-wok (Evans, 2003)24 where verbs with 

the same thematic naturally form their own conjugation classes. 

 

This is not the case in Iwaidja and Maung. If we look at Table 15, which gives a list 

of the more salient verb roots found in macro verbs and their conjugation patterns in 

Maung, it is clear that while some may share a conjugation determining thematic, 

verbs that share the same final syllable do not necessarily follow the same pattern of 

conjugation. 

 

In this paper I reserve the term ‘thematic’ for monosyllabic -bu ‘hit’, -ma ‘take, hold’ 

and -ni ‘sit’ (from proto Arnhem *ni), when they occur in disyllabic verb roots that 

are easily analysed as prepound plus thematic. These thematics each follow the same 

conjugation pattern, at least in roots like -binybu ‘wash’, -ujba ‘suck’ and -bani ‘sit’. 

In contrast, the majority of verb roots like -burlnga ‘change’ and -inyji ‘pinch’ do not 

lend themselves easily to this sort of analysis and even verb roots like -udba ‘put 

                                                
24 One example in Bininj Gun-wok is bimbu ‘paint’, comprising a noun root bim ‘painting’ and a verb 
root bu ‘hit’. 
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down’, which appear to have the same thematic as -ujba, do not follow the 

conjugation pattern of their ‘thematic’. These morphemes are therefore best treated as 

disyllabic verb roots, which is the term I have chosen in this paper. 

Table 15 Verb root conjugations in Maung 

Root / Thematic Imperative 
suffix 

Past Punctual 
suffix 

Past Continuous 
suffix 

Conj. 
Class 

bu ‘hit’ 
binybu ‘wash’ 
manbu ‘bite’ 
mirrawu ‘paint’ 
ukbu ‘break’ 
u ‘give’ 
landaw ‘pour’ 
miraw ‘sing’ 

-ni -ng -ning 1 

ma ‘take, hold’ 
malkba  ‘emerge’ 
ujba ‘lick, suck’ 
lalku ‘spear, cut’ 
-lulku25 ‘be stuck’ 

-nyi -ny -ngung 3a 

bani26 ‘sit’ 
muni ‘hit’ 

-nya -ny -nyang 3c 

udba ‘put down’ 
burlnga ‘change’ 
nginka ‘argue’ 

-nyi -n -ngung 5 

-barrki ‘hit / pierce’ 
-lanyi ‘hit’ 
-bungku ‘remove’ 

-ya / -a -ny -ang 7 

mi ‘be, do, say’ 
ambiji ‘laugh’ 
urti  ‘ascend’ 
birru ‘tie together’ 

-na -ny -nang 2 

adbi ‘feel’ -ya -ung -yang / -ang 8a 
inyji ‘pinch’ -a -ung -ang / -angung 8b 
ju ‘wait’ -nyi -ngan -ng 9 
li ‘stand’ -nga -ngan -ning 10 
(y)u ‘lie’ -nyi -ng -ning 13 
bunya ‘cook’ -Ø -n -ngung 14 
 [-] before a verb root in this chart means the root does not occur as an independent root 

 

Looking at the conjugation patterns of verb roots gives us clues as to their origins. 

However, I have only been able to classify verb roots by their Maung conjugation 

                                                
25 Posited based on the verb ^murndulku ‘trap fish’, Iw -ldurlku is the cognate. 
26 The independent verb ^bani ‘sit, be’ follows the class 2 conjugation pattern. However, in compounds 
e.g. ^barnbani ‘sit back on heels’, it follows a class 3c pattern like other verb roots ending in -ni. 
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classes (as given in Capell & Hinch, 1970) since such data is lacking in Iwaidja. As 

such, I have not been able to determine the conjugation pattern of a handful of verb 

stems only occurring in Iwaidja (see 5.8). 

 

5.2 Verb roots in Conjugation Class 1 

In this class, we have verbs ending in the thematic -bu ‘hit’ (one of the few 

identifiable thematics in Iwaidja and Maung). The verb -u ‘give’ is also in this class, 

along with Maung verbs that end in -aw e.g. -bulaw ‘pour’, -miraw ‘sing’ (cf Iw -

mirda ‘sing’). 

5.2.1 Verb roots with thematic -bu 

Table 16 -bu ‘hit’ 

^wu %bu% 
[hit] 

hit; kill; block 
hit; kill; make; turn into 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^mangawu %manga+bu% 
[throat+hit] 

cough (Iw) 
(M) 

^ngalkbu %ngalk+bu% 
[head+hit] 

hit on the head; crack open (M) 

^lakbalyirrkbu %lakbal+jirrk+bu% 
[mouth+COMPL+hit] 

fill to top; fuck (M) 

^urluwu %burlu+bu% 
[inside?#+hit] 

hollow out; collect honey (Iw) 

^wartbu %bart+bu% 
[top+hit] 

bump into (M) 

Table 17 -manbu ‘bite’ 

^manbu %manbu% 
[bite] 

bite; chew; hurt; listen and 
talk in a language 

(M) 

^lakbanbun %lak+manbu% 
[mouth+bite] 

bite something in mouth; 
have food in mouth 

(M) 

^ngartbanbu %ngart+manbu% 
[head+bite] 

have a headache // 
attack; have a headache 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldurlmanbukbun %ldurl+manbu+kbu% 
[belly+bite+KRDP] 

suffer great pain (Iw) 

^(w)irlmanbun %birl+manbu% 
[?C+bite] 

smoke cigarette (Iw) 

^ldakbardbanbun %ldak+bard?+manbu% 
[mouth+?C+bite] 

hold in mouth, across (not 
like cigarette) 

(Iw) 

 

The verb root -bu occurs regularly in Iwaidja and Maung, as well as in the 

Gunwinyguan languages (cf proto A, GN *bu ‘hit’). ^lakbalyirrkbu is interesting as it 
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contains the Maung adverb yirrk denoting completion. This suggests that the verb 

stem template needs to be adjusted to accommodate compounded adverbs. In -manbu, 

although the thematic -bu is quite clear, it is difficult to analyse man- since it does not 

occur as a prepound with other thematics or verb roots. 

Table 18 -binybu(n) ‘wash’  

^winybu(n) %binybu% 
[wash] 

wash (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldaharlwinybun %ldaharl+binybun% 
[leg+wash] 

wash legs (Iw) 

^ldakbalwinybun %ldakbal+binybun% 
[mouth+wash] 

wash lips (Iw) 

^ngartbinybun %ngart+binybun% 
[head+wash] 

wash hair (Iw) 

^wangkalwinybun %bangkal+binybun% 
[arm+wash] 

wash arms (Iw) 

^yijbalwinybun %jijbal+binybun% 
[hand+wash] 

wash hands and arms (Iw) 

^yirtbalinybu %jirtbal+binybu% 
[hand+wash] (b > Ø) 

wash hands (M) 

^winybalinybukbun %binybal+binybu+kbun% 
[hand+wash+KRDP] (b > Ø) 

wash hands (M) 

^wudbinybun %bud+binybun% 
[face+wash] 

wash face (Iw) 

^yarlinybu %jarl+binybu% 
[teeth+wash] (b > Ø) 

wash teeth (M) 

^yarrkbinybun 
^yarlkbinybun 

%jarrk+binybun% 
%jarlk+binybun% 
[hair+wash] 

singe, burn off feathers (Iw) 
(M) 

 

The -binybu verb give the biggest clues in identifying body part prepounds, as they 

can be easily isolated in all compounds. Note that the prepound yarrkIw / yarlk-M 

usually means ‘hair’. However, to say ‘wash hair’ in Iwaidja, ngart- ‘head’ is used 

instead since ^yarrkbinybunIw / ^yarlkbinybunM has come to mean ‘burn off feathers’ 

(‘clean off feathers or hair by burning’).  

 

The prepound biny- also occurs as a prepound meaning ‘hand’ (see Table 73) and it is 

tempting to further analyse -binybu as %biny+bu% [hand+hit]. However, as with -

manbu, I would not be hasty in analysing this as such, since the verb root -binybu 

gives a nice paradigm and little would be gained by analysing it as [hand+hit] at this 

stage. 
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5.2.2 Verb roots ending in -u and -aw 

Table 19 -ukbu(n) ‘bend / break’ 

^ukbu %ukbu% 
[break] 

break, bend; turn (M) 

^mungkurrukbu(n) %mungkurr+ukbu% 
[nape+break] 

break yam off at neck // 
twist someone’s neck 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^warnukbu %barn+ukbu% 
[?+bend] 

bend down; lie stretched 
out 

(M) 

^arnukbun %arn+ukbun% 
[?+break] 

snap; get crabs (Iw) 

^larlukbu ? %larl+ukbu% 
[?#+break] ? 

die (animals only?) (M) 

^ngurtbulukbun ? %ngurtbul+ukbun% 
[water+break] 

drown; be immersed in 
something (LL obj) 

(M) 

 

Looking at the last two examples in this set, ^larlukbu and ^ngurtbulukbun both have 

associations with dying, and may be tenuously linked to ‘breaking’. Semantically, we 

could argue that -ukbu is lexicalised K-reduplication of ^bu ‘hit, kill’: %bu+kbu% 

[hit+KRDP], where the reduplication signals intensity. However, this does not 

account for M ^warnukbu and Iw ^arnukbu where we would expect the nasal to 

preserve /b/. As such, it seems more likely to be a duplication of ^u (proto Arnhem 

*wu) ‘give’. 

 

The verb ^u ‘give’ in Maung or ^uku in Iwaidja (lexicalised K-reduplicated form) has 

not been identified as a verb root in any clear examples. One possibility is that it 

might be appearing at the end of verbs stems ending in -aw (only in Maung), as in -

lakandaw where the verb root -la ‘eat’ is prepounded with -u to give ‘feed’. 

Table 20 -landaw ‘feed’ 

landa %lan+la% 
[REDUP+eat] 

feed someone 
cf Iw ^ldanda ‘eat (of 
two people)’ 

(M) 

landaw % lan+la+u% 
[REDUP+eat+give] 

put harpoon in position 
to fire 

(M) 

lakandaw %lak+lan+la+u% (k+l > k) 
[mouth+REDUP+eat+give] 

feed, get food for (M) 

 

Other possible examples of -u in compounds include: -bulaw ‘pour’, -mirdawM ‘sing’ 

(cf Iw -mirda ‘sing’). 
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Table 21 -bulaw ‘pour’ 

^wulaw %bulaw% 
[pour] 

drop off; vomit (M) 

^ngartbulaw %ngart+bulaw% 
[head+pour] 

pour over head (M) 

Table 22 -mirda(n)Iw / -miraw(n)M ‘sing’ 

^mirdan 
^mirawn 

%mirdan% 
%mirawn% 
[sing] 

sing (Iw) 
(M) 

^yirrmirawn %jirr+mirawn% 
[?C+sing] 

sing (magically) (M) 

 

5.3 Verb roots in Conjugation Class 3a 

Table 23 -ma(n) ‘take’ / ‘hold’ 

^ma %ma% 
[take] 

take; hold; have; get; keep 
 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^(d)angkadban %Dangkad+man% 
[arm+take] 

grasp one’s arm when 
giving something to 
someone with whom one 
is in an avoidance relation 

(Iw) 

^yijba %jij+ma% 
[hand+take] 

borrow from; come from 
(tribe) 

(Iw) 

^wurryijba %burr+jij+ma% 
[?#+hand+take] 

come from (family) (Iw) 

^yirtba %jirt+ma% 
[hand+take] 

lend (M) 

^yirtbakba %jirt+ma+kba% 
[hand+take+KRDP] 

help (Iw) 

^wartbalman %bartbal+man% 
[forehead+take] 

lie with forearm across 
forehead 

(Iw) 

 

The independent verb is a reflex of proto Arhem *ma- ‘get’. This is not to be 

confused with the causative suffix -(ny)man (see Table 6) which typically only 

combines with adjective roots. 

 

Although the verb root -malkba (Table 24) follows the same conjugation as -ma, it is 

difficult to say if -ma is a thematic here since malkba- only appears together. It also 

appears as a single unit in the prepound slot of Iw ^malkbajbungku ‘morning star rise’ 

and Iw ^malkbajikbi ‘get up’ (cf Iw ^(j)ikbi ‘get up’) with the nominaliser suffix -j. 

(see 2.7.2) 
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Table 24 -malkba(n) ‘emerge’ 

^malkba(n) %malkba% 
[emerge] 

come out; arrive; take out // 
come out; arrive; take out, 
beget 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ngardalkbalkban %ngardalk+malkba% 
[tongue+emerge] 

stick tongue out (Iw) 

^ldakbalkba 
^lakbalkba 

%ldak+malkba% 
%lak+malkba% 
[mouth+emerge] 

reveal one’s thoughts 
tell secret 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldakbalmalkba %ldakbal+malkba% 
[moon+emerge] 

(moon) appear, come up (Iw) 

^larlmalkba %larl+malkba% 
[?#+emerge] 

emerge from (M) 

^ldalmalkan %ldal+malkba% 
[belly+emerge] 

be surprised (Iw) 

 

Table 25 -(b)ujba(n) ‘say, do, suck’ 

^ujba %ujba% 
[suck] 

lick, suck // 
smoke 

(M) 
(Iw) 

^ujbakba %ujba+kba% 
[suck+KRDP] 

suck, chew; smoke (Iw) 

^urdujba %urt+ujba%  
[?C+suck] 

suck (Iw) 

^ldakbujba 
^lakujba 

%lak+bujba% (M: b > Ø) 
[stop+do] 

stop breathing // 
kiss; stop someone crying 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^lakujbakba %lak+bujba+kba% 
[stop+say+KRDP] 

plead guilty by not 
speaking about it 

(M) 

^ldakbujban %ldak+bujban% 
[stop+do] ? 

stop from doing (Iw) 

^ldakbujbi 
^lakujbi 

%lak+bujbi% (M: b > Ø) 
[stop+say.INTRNS27] 

stop speaking // 
be quiet 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^wujbakbaha %bujba+kba+ka% 
[suck+KRDP+KRDP] 

lick; suck on breast (M) 

^wurlkujbakba %burlk+bujba+kba% (b > Ø) 
[belly+suck+KRDP] 

sob (M) 

 

Table 26 -bujba(n) ‘gather, take charge’ 

^wujba %bujba% 
[gather] 

gather together; carry in 
bundle; take charge of // 
pack up 

(Iw) 
 
(M) 

^wujbakba %bujba+kba% 
[gather+KRDP] 

pack (a bag); swell up (Iw) 

^mirtbujban %mirt+bujba% 
[?C+take.charge] 

lead (Iw) 

                                                
27 See -burlnga(n) in 5.5 for explanation of INTRNS. 
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The roots -ujba and -bujba form a complex set of compounds. First, it is clear that in 

Iwaidja, the initial stop of -bujba ‘say, do, suck’ has been preserved after /k/, but in 

Maung cognates /b/ has lenited completely. Additional evidence for /b/ in Maung 

comes from the fact that /k/ does not lenite intervocalically. In contrast, the 

independent verb ^ujba ‘suck’ in Maung and Iwaidja and some of its compounds 

indicate that the root initial is a vowel. It therefore seems that intervocalic /b/ also 

lenited completely in Iwaidja, but was preserved in old compounds after stops. 

^urdujba presents a problem for this argument because we get /rd/, lenited from 

original intervocalic /rt/. One possible explanation is that the compound was formed 

after the initial stop had lenited to become a vowel-initial root. 

 

In addition to this set, we also have the verb root -bujba ‘gather’ or ‘take charge’ 

(Table 26) which bears the same form as Iw -(b)ujba in word-internal position, but 

has an independent root which retains the stop-initial.  

 

Table 27 -ldalku(n)Iw / -lalkuM ‘cut’ 

^ldalkun 
^lalku 

%ldalkun% 
%lalku% 
[cut] 

spear; cut (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldaharldalkun %ldaharl+ldalkun% 
[leg+cut] 

cut on foot (Iw) 

^yijbaldalkun %jijbal+ldalkun% 
[hand+cut] 

get cut on hand (Iw) 

^yidalkun %jij+ldalkun% (j+ld > d) 
[hand+cut] 

get cut on hand (Iw) 

^marlalku %marl+lalku% 
[throat+cut] 

cut someone’s throat (M) 

^mangardalku %manga+ldalku% ? 
 [neck?+cut] 

cut grip or ‘neck’ on 
woomera 

(Iw) 

^ngartalku %ngart+lalku% 
[head+cut] 

wear a hat (M) 

^yarrkalkun %jarrk+ldalkun% 
%jarrk+lalku% 
[hair+cut] 

cut own hair (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldambarlkalku 
^yambarlkarlku 

%ldambarlk+ldalku% 
%jambarlk+lalku% 
[sea.meat?+cut] 

cut up sea meat (Iw) 
(M) 

^irrkalku %irrk+lalku% 
[?+cut] 

fish splash; eat grass (M) 

^nguldalkukung %ngu+ldalku+kung% 
[?+cut+KRDP] 

talk ‘hard’ the way certain 
groups speak 

(Iw) 
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A prepound-thematic analysis of -ldalku as ldalk+bu ‘?+hit’ is not possible given that 

the conjugation pattern of -ldalku is significantly different from that of verb roots with 

the -bu thematic. -ldalku should therefore be treated as a disyllabic root that has a 

possible cognate in the Wardaman (Merlan, 1994) verb jarlgba ‘stab’. 

 

The compound ^ngartalku is interesting, pointing to the original perception of 

someone ‘wearing a hat’ and hence exposing a smaller portion of the head, as 

someone who has had his head ‘cut.’ The occurrence of the root in ^nguldalkukung 

also points to this sort of metaphoric use of ‘cutting’. 

 

The final root verb in this conjugation class -ldurlkuIw / -ldulkuM resembles the 

previous verb root -ldalkuIw / -lalkuM. However, at present no potential cognate for 

this has been located in our Top End languages. Note the suffix -j seems able to 

nominalise to an entire macro verb stem. 

 

Table 28 -ldurlku(n)Iw / -lulkuM ‘trap’ 

^ldurlkung %ldurlkung% 
[trap] 

be tight, be stuck (Iw) 

^ldaharldurlkun %ldaharl+ldurlkun% 
[leg+trap] 

get one’s foot stuck (Iw) 

^yijbaldurlkun %jijbal+ldurlkun% 
[hand+trap] 

get one’s hand stuck (Iw) 

^murndulku %murn+lulku% 
[?C+trap] 

trap fish (MA obj); fence 
off, make wind break 
(ED obj) 

(M) 

murndulkuj %murn+ldulku+j%28 
[?C+trap+NOMZ] 

calm, windless (n) (Iw) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
28 The alternation between Iw -ldurlku and -ldulku is a possible transcription issue since prior to July 
2007, ^ldaharldurlkun and ^yijbaldurlkun had been transcribed as ^ldaharldulkun and ^yijbaldulkun 
respectively. 
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5.4 Verb roots in Conjugation Class 3c 

This class contains verb roots that have the thematic -ni, which never occurs 

independently but can be traced to proto Arnhem *ni- ‘sit’. 

Table 29 -bani ‘be’ / ‘sit’ / ‘stay’ 

^wani %bani% 
[sit.be] 

sit; stay; be (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldadbani %ldad+bani% 
[leg+sit.be] 

stop (Iw) 

^warnbani %barn+bani% 
[high+sit.be] 

sit back on heels in a 
polite way 

(M) 

^wartbani %bart+bani% 
[top+sit.be] 

put something on top of 
something 

(M) 

^wartbalwani %bartbal+bani% 
[forehead+sit.be] 

hit on forehead, 
thunderhead develop 

(M) 

^ldangani 
^langani 
(cf M ^langali) 

%ldanga+ni% 
%langa+ni% 
[leg+sit.be] 

stand something up // 
stand up 

(Iw) 
(M) 

 

-ni always appears as a thematic with the cranberry morpheme ba-, except in 

^ldangani where it compines with the prepound ^ldangaIw- / ^langaM- (cf M ^langali 

‘stand’). 

Table 30 -muni ‘hit’ 

^muni %muni% 
[hit] 

hit, pound, bash; thunder // 
tear up ground (LL obj) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldamulmuni %ldamul+muni% 
[ear?C+hit] 

punch on ear (Iw) 

^lakbuni %lak+muni% 
[mouth+hit] 

dig out with mouth and eat (M) 

^arlmuni %arl+muni% 
[?C+hit] 

pay for something (Iw) 

^ldurulmuni %ldurul+muni% 
[?C+hit] 

place barbs in spear (Iw) 

^ngartbuni %ngart+muni% 
[head+hit] 

fall; land (Iw) 

^ngulkbuni %ngulk+muni% 
[head+hit] 

fall (M) 

^ngartbuni %ngart+muni% 
[head+hit] 

throw at head; stub toe 
(ED obj) 

(M) 

^wartbalmuni %bartbal+muni% 
[forehead+hit] 

bump together; 
thunderhead develop 

(M) 

^wurtbulmuni %burtbul+muni% 
[?C+hit] 

splash (water) (M) 
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The independent verb ^muni means ‘hit’ or ‘pound’, which is illustrated in a number 

of its compounds. However, in some compounds like Iw ^ngartbuni, it can also 

suggest ‘flying’ (cf M ^ngartbuni ‘throw at head’) Further evidence for this comes 

from the Iwaidja verb ^ngartbuna ‘fly low’ which seems almost identical in form, 

apart from the final vowel. 

5.5 Verb roots in Conjugation Class 5 

The verb roots in this class are disyllabic, but not analysable as prepound and 

thematic. Note that the conjugation of -udba suggests that it does not share the same 

thematic as -(b)ujba and -malkba.  

Table 31 -udba ‘put down’ 

^udba %udba% 
[put.down] 

put down, put against // 
write down; put down; 
put something in lying 
position 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^lakudbakba %lak+udba+kba% 
[mouth+put.down+KRDP] 

have a secret (M) 

^ngarnudba %ngarn+udba% 
[?C+put.down] 

sun starts to set (GEN 
subj, FE obj) 

(M) 

^yirtudba %jirt+udba% 
[hand+put.down] 

leave something with 
someone 

(M) 

^alyudba 
^alidba 

%ali+udba% 
[ear+put.down] 

hear // 
hear, listen; obey; 
recognise; understand 

(M) 
(Iw) 

^alimuludba %alinmul+udba% 
[ear+put.down] 

listen (Iw) 

^wurrudba %burr+udba% 
[?#+put.down] 

guide a rope (M) 

^ngurlkbarryudba %ngurlkbarr+?judba% 
[back+put.down] 

put on back (M) 

 

Evans (2006) states that cognates of this verb stem can be found in nearby language 

families, citing proto Manningrida *kotma ‘put down’ with the Iwaidjan form having 

lost the root-initial consonant as a result of lenition. Evidence for this intitial stop 

comes in M ^yirtudba where we would normally expect /rt/ to lenite intervocalically 

to /r/. However, ^ngurlkbarryudba is problematic to this analysis as /y/ appears, 

suggesting an original /j/ initial. 
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Table 32 -burlnga(n) ‘change’ 

^wurlnga %burlnga% 
[change] 

circle around; make a 
circle 

(M) 

^wurlnge %burlnga+i% 
[change+INTRNS] 

wobble (M) 

^ngardalkburlngan %ngardalk+burlngan% 
[tongue+change] 

be multilingual (Iw) 

^marrawurlnga 
^marralngan 

%marra+burlnga% 
[hand?+change] 

go around, circle // 
turn around 

(M) 
(Iw) 

^mirrkburlnga %mirrk+burlnga% 
[grass?+change] 

(wind) turn around; turn 
over 

(Iw) 

^ngurlkburlngan %ngurlk+burlngan% 
[water?+change] 

turn around, change 
direction 

(Iw) 

 

Since ^wurlnge does not lend itself to an analysis of burl- plus -nge, I have decided to 

treat this as underlyingly %burlnga+i%, with /e/ the result of /a/ plus an intransitive 

suffix /i/ (see 3.3 for vocalic changes in Maung). The contrast between this underlying 

final -i for the intransitive verb and final -a for the transitive, reflects the same pattern 

as that of the inchoative and causative suffixes -(ny)mi and -(ny)ma, which are 

necessarily intransitive and transitive. 

 

Table 33 -nginka ‘argue’ 

^nginka %nginka% 
[argue] 

fight, argue // 
speak, talk, argue 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ngaralkinka %ngaralk+nginka% 
[tongue+argue] 

grumble (M) 

^ldakinka 
^lakinka 

%ldak+nginka% 
%lak+nginka% 
[mouth+argue] 

turtle or dugong surface 
to breathe 

(Iw) 
(M) 

 

The verb ^ldakinka is interesting as it bears no semantic relation to ‘arguing’, 

although the root does appear to be -nginka. 

5.6 Verb roots in Conjugation Class 7 

None of the verb roots in this conjugation class occur as independent roots in Iwaidja 

and Maung. Two of these verb roots, -barrki (Table 34) and -ldanyi (Table 35) mean 

‘hit’. Of these, -barrki ‘hit, pierce’ appears to be a distant cognate of the verb barrkija 

‘chop’ in Kayardild (Evans, 1992a). Note the semantic link between ‘hitting’ and 

‘payment’ in ^ldakbalwarrki and ^ldulkanyin (discussed in 5.10) 
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Table 34 -barrki ‘hit, pierce’ 

^alinmulwarrki ~ 
^alimulwarrki 

%alinmul+barrki% 
[ear+hit.pierce] 

experience pain in the ears, 
offend someone’s ears 

(Iw) 

^wirlkbarrki %birlk+barrki% 
[nose+hit.pierce] 

pierce (may be specifically 
nose) 

(Iw) 

^wurlkbarrki %burlk+barrki% 
[belly+hit.pierce] 

be hungry, have an empty 
stomach 

(M) 

^yalkbarrki %jalk+barrki% 
[hair+hit.pierce] 

comb hair (Iw) 

^yiyarrki 
^yiwarrki 

%jihi+barrki% 
[tooth+hit.pierce] 

pick one’s teeth (Iw) 
(M) 

^yirnbarrki %jirn+barrki% 
[nose+hit.pierce] 

have an affectionate feeling 
for, be sorry for 

(M) 

^wudbarrjin %bud+barrki+n% (k > j) 
[nose+hit.pierce] 

pierce one’s nose (Iw) 

^ngartbarrki %ngart+barrki% 
[head+hit.pierce] 

shoot in head; make a mark (M) 

^ngulkbarrki %ngulk+barrki% 
[head+hit.pierce] 

bow head, put head to ground 
(LL obj) 

(M) 

^ldakbarrki 
^lakbarrki 

%ldak+barrki% 
%lak+barrki% 
[mouth+hit.pierce] 

poke around with digging stick 
spear cut the ground (LL obj); 
cut meat out of clam 

(Iw) 
 
(M) 

^mungulkbarrki %mungulk+barrki% 
[?C+hit.pierce] 

stoop, kneel (Iw) 

^ngurtbulwarrki %ngurtbul+barrki% 
[water?+hit.pierce] 

fill with water (M) 

^ldakbalwarrki 
^lakbalwarrki 

%ldakbal+barrki% 
%lakbal+barrki% 
[mouth+hit.pierce] ? 

do shopping // 
buy, sell 

(Iw) 
(M) 

Table 35 -ldanyiIw / -lanyiM ‘hit’ 

amburranyi %amburr+lanyi% 
[chest+hit] 

smite one’s chest (M) 

^(rt)angkarranyi %Dangkad+ldanyi% 
[arm+hit] 

hit on arm (Iw) 

^ldarrani ? %ldad+ldanyi% 
[mouth?+hit] [leg?+hit] 

punish, scold (Iw) 

^ldakbaldanyi %ldakbal+ldanyi% 
[mouth+hit] 

hit / slap on mouth (Iw) 

^marranyi %marr+ldanyi%  
%marr+lanyi% 
[arm+hit] 

beckon, wave (Iw) 
(M) 

^marranmarranyi %marrlanyin+ 
marr+lanyi% 
[REDUP+arm+hit] 

flap arms; fly; wave (M) 

^wilkanyi %bilk+ldanyi% 
[nose+hit] 

hit on face (Iw) 

^yarlkanyi %jarlk+lanyi% 
[hair+hit] 

comb hair (M) 
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^yirnbulanyi %jirnbul+lanyi% 
[nose+hit] 

hit on nose (M) 

^ngurrkanyi %ngurrk+ldanyi% 
[?C+hit] 

cut down (Iw) 

^ldulkanyin %ldulk+ldanyin% (k+ld > k) 
[?C+hit] 

pay, recompense (Iw) 

 

The verb root -bungku ‘remove’ appears to be a reflex of proto Arnhem *pungku 

‘fall’. Table 36 shows that most prepounds with -bungku are cranberry morphemes, 

evidence that these compounds are very old. 

Table 36 -bungku ‘remove’ 

^malkbajbungku %malkba+j+bungku% 
[emerge+NOMZ+remove] 

morning star rise (M) 

^wurlkbungku %burlk+bungku% 
[belly+remove] 

make someone sad, 
feel sad, sorry for someone 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^wurrkbungku %burrk+bungku% 
[belly+remove] 

make someone feel sorry, 
arouse compassion 

(Iw) 

^wurlkbungkuj %burlk+bungku+j% 
[belly+remove+NOMZ] 

be friendly towards (n.) (M) 

^yirnbungku %jirn+bungku% 
[nose.music?+remove] 

be quiet (M) 

^yirtbungku %jirt+bungku% 
[hand+remove] 

snatch, take from (M) 

^marrkbungku %marrk+bungku% 
[belly+remove] 

run (Iw) 

^mirrkbungku %mirrk+bungku% 
[grass?#+remove] 

pull up grass (VE obj) (M) 

^marlkbungku %marlk+bungku% 
[?C+remove] 

escape, run off (M) 

^ngijbungku %ngij+bungku% 
[?C+remove] 

name; call by name (Iw) 

^urrkbungkuj %urrk+bungkuj% 
[?C+remove] 

be sorry (Iw) 

^(rt)adbungku %Dad+bungku% 
[?C+remove] 

open (Iw) 

^(w)alkbungku %balk+bungku% 
[?C+remove] 

pull, yank out (Iw) 

^langadbungku %langad+bungku% 
[?+remove] 

deduct (M) 

^larukbungku %laruk+bungku% 
[?+remove] 

unhook (M) 

^larkbungku %lark+bungku% 
[?C+remove] 

pull out (M) 

^majbungku %maj+bungku% 
[?C+remove] 

raise; get up // 
raise; get up; set off 

(Iw) 
(M) 
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5.7 Verb roots in other conjugation classes 

The following tables summarise sets of the other verb roots I have found. These are 

verb roots that also occur as independent verbs. As such, they do not pose problems of 

identification. In each table I continue to give analyses of underlying forms and where 

they are unusual necessary, I give the morphophonemic changes. 

Table 37 -ambijaIw / -ambiji(n)M ‘laugh’ 

^ambija 
^ambiji 

%ambija% 
%ambiji% 
[laugh] 

laugh (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldarlambijambij %ldarl+ambij+ambij% 
[eye?+laugh+laugh] 

giggle (Iw) 

^larambijin %lar+ambiji% 
[?C+laugh] 

smile (M) 

Table 38 -arlan / -arlangka(n)Iw / -arlangkeM ‘split’ 

^arlan %arlan% 
[split] 

split, tear; hatch; flowe (Iw) 

^arlangkany %arlangka+ny% 
[split+PP] 

torn, cracked (adj) (Iw) 

^arlangke %arlangka+i?% 
[split+INTRNS?] 

split, tear (M) 

^angarlangke %ang+arlangka+i?% 
[LL+split+INTRNS?] 

earthquake (M) 

^ldaharlangkan %ldak+arlangkan% 
[mouth+split] 

yawn (Iw) 

Table 39 -birru(n) ‘tie together’ 

^wirrun 
^wirru 

%birrun% 
[tie.together] 

loop together; thread 
hook, catch 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ngartbirru %ngart+birru% 
[mark+tie.together] 

throw spear with woomera // 
throw; throw spear 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^(j)irtbirrun %jirt+birru% 
[meat?C+tie.together] 

carry meat on a string (Iw) 

Table 40 -urti(n) ‘ascend’ 

^urti %urti% 
[ascend] 

come up out of the sea (Iw) 

^urtiki %urti+ki% 
[ascend+KRDP] 

go up, go ashore (Iw) 

^ldawurtin 
^lawurtin 

%ldak+urti%  
%lak+urti% (k > h > w) 
[tide+ascend] 

tide come in // 
tide / big waves come in 

(Iw) 
(M) 
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Table 41 -adbi ‘carry, touch’ 

^adbi %adbi% 
[touch] 

find // 
carry; touch; understand 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^adbikbi %adbi+kbi% 
[touch+KRDP] 

feel // 
carry by hand 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^lahadbi %lak+adbi% 
[?+carry] 

hold in arms (M) 

^wuwadbi %buk?+adbi% 
[?C+touch] 

hold, clasp (e.g. when 
frogs mate) 

(Iw) 

^miradbi %mirt+adbi% 
[?C+carry] 

knead; make from 
cement 

(M) 

Table 42 -inyji ‘grab’ / ‘pinch’ 

^inyji %inyji% 
[grab] 

pinch; grab; dig from 
ground 

(M) 

^inyjininyji %inyjin+inyji% 
[REDUP+pinch] 

massage (M) 

^marlinyji %marl+inyji% 
[throat+grab] 

choke (M) 

Table 43 -ldiIw / -liM ‘stand’ 

^ldi 
^li 

%ldi% 
%li% 
[stand] 

stand; be; come from (Iw) 
(M) 

^alaldi %alal+ldi% 
[track+stand] 

make tracks (Iw) 

^langali %langa+li% 
[leg+stand] 

stand; stay; be; come from (M) 

^yidi %jij+ldi% (j+ld > d) 
[hand+stand] 

put one’s hand in (Iw) 

^yirti %jirt+li% (rt + l > rt) 
[hand+stand] 

pull something out (M) 

^arndi %?arn+ldi% 
[top?C+stand] 

be on top (Iw) 

Table 44 -bunya ‘cook’ 

^wunya 
 

%bunya% 
[cook] 

cook; warm; burn // 
cook; burn; heat over fire 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ngartbunya %ngart+bunya% 
[head+cook] 

cook on top of burning fire (M) 

^wudbunya %bud+bunya% 
[nose+cook] ? 

warm on fire so as to 
harden; start engine 

(Iw) 

^lakbunya %lak+bunya% 
[mouth+cook] 

roast meat in coals (LL obj) (M) 

^lakbunyanbunya %lak+bunyan+bunya% 
[mouth+REDUP+cook] 

answer back (M) 

nilakbalunya %ni+lakbal+bunya% 
[?+mouth?#+cook] 

light a fire (M) 
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5.8 Verb roots in unknown conjugation classes 

A number of verb roots only occur in Iwaidja and as a result, I have been unable to 

determine their conjugation class. For instance, Iw -ldakbi (Table 45) is present 

synchronically as an independent adjective root in both Iwaidja and Maung meaning 

‘heavy’. However, as a verb root it is only found in Iwaidja and means ‘wear’. 

Table 45 -ldakbi ‘wear’ 

^ldakbi 
^lakbi 

%ldakbi% 
%lakbi% 
[heavy] 

heavy (adj) (Iw) 
(M) 

^lduwurldakbi %lduwurl+ldakbi% 
[waist+wear] 

wear around waist (Iw) 

^(d)angkarrakbin %Dangkad+ldakbi% 
[arm+wear] (d+ld > rr) 

wear around arm (Iw) 

^ngardakbi %ngart+ldakbi% 
[head+wear] (rt+ld > rd) 

wear around forehead (Iw) 

 

Other verb roots for which information on conjugation class is lacking are -burang 

‘tie up’ (Table 46) and -bilju ‘be bruised’ (Table 47). 

Table 46 -burang ‘tie up’ 

^wurang %burang% 
[tie.up] 

tie, secure; bandage (Iw) 

^angkadburang %andkad+burang% 
[arm+tie.up] 

tie up by arm, forefin (Iw) 

^yinburang %jin+burang% 
[nose?+tie.up] 

tie up (Iw) 

Table 47 -bilju ‘be bruised 

^wilju %bilju% 
[be.bruised] 

be bruised (Iw) 

^ldarlwilju %ldarl+bilju% 
[eye+be.bruised] 

have a swollen eye (Iw) 

^lduhuwilju ? %lduhu+bilju% 
[?C+be.bruised] 

make love to people of 
own skin 

(Iw) 
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5.9 Other puzzles 

There remain other sets of verb roots in Iwaidja that still need to be analysed. 

Table 48 -jirda? ‘push’ 

^amburryirda %amburr+jirda% 
[chest+push] 

jostle, push with chest (Iw) 

^ngartbulirda %ngartbul+jirda% (j > Ø?)  
[?+push] 

knock off, brush off (Iw) 

^mangayirda-
makbang ? 

%manga+jirda+ma+kbang% 
[throat+push+CAUS+KRDP]? 
[throat+mud+take+KRDP]? 

speak with a faint voice (Iw) 

 

In ^amburryirda (Table 48), it seems clear that the verb root is -jirda. However, if this 

is the same verb root in ^ngartbulirda, we need to account for the lention of j > Ø. 

More problematic is jirda- in ^mangayirdamakbang, which takes the prepound slot. 

Knowing that yirda is a free nominal root in Iwaidja meaning ‘mud’, it is tempting to 

offer two analyses of the macro verb, one with jirda- ‘push’, the other with jirda-  

‘mud’. Suffice to say, more evidence needs to be found to support either analysis. 

Table 49 -burra ‘flow’ 

^walurra  %bal+burra% (b > Ø) 
[?+flow] 

flow, drip (Iw) 

^ldaharidburra ~ 
^ldahidburra 

%ldaharid+burra% 
[?+flow] 

(water) flow (Iw) 

^wudburra %bud+burra% 
[nose+flow] 

have a runny nose (Iw) 

^ldakburran ? %ldak+burra% 
[mouth+flow] ? 

hold in mouth (like 
cigarette) 

(Iw) 

^ldadurran ? %ldad+burra% (b > Ø?) 
[mouth+flow] 

vomit (Iw) 

Table 50 -mirrawu ‘paint’ 

^mirrawu %mirrawu% 
[paint] 

paint, write 
write, draw 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^yirnbirrawu ? %jirn+mirrawu% 
[nose+paint] 

paint on face (M) 

 

These two sets present problems of unusual sound changes: Iw -(b)urra ‘flow’ (Table 

49) is similar to -(b)ujba ‘say, do, suck’ (see Table 25), in that /b/ is preserved 

following /k/, but completely lenites after laterals. In addition, it also appears to lenite 

after /d/, which is problematic. The verb root -mirrawu ‘paint’ (Table 50) has a clear 

independent form butwhen it appears as a verb root in M ^yirnbirrawu ‘paint on face’, 
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the initial nasal somehow undergoes dissimilation next to /n/, a process which has not 

been recognised in Maung. 

5.10 Concluding remarks 

Looking across the thematics, one thing that is apparent is the large variety and 

number of root verbs meaning ‘hit’: -bu (and its derivatives), -muni, -barrki and -

ldanyiIw / -lanyiM. Only -bu would seem to be a reflex of a proto Arnhem verb 

meaning ‘hit’, while -barrki ‘hit, pierce’ is cognate with Kayardild barrkija ‘chop’. A 

cross-linguistic study of the other verb roots might yield some additional clues as to 

their origins. Additionally there seems to be a link between hitting and ‘payment’ as 

suggested by the Iwaidja examples ^arlmuni ‘pay for something’, ^ldulkanyin ‘pay, 

recompense’ and ^ldakbalwarrki ‘do shopping’, as well as Maung ^lakbalwarrki 

‘buy, sell’. This is a semantic link that should be considered in future research. 

 

Familiarity with verb roots is extremely important if we are to analyse macro verbs in 

Iwaidja and Maung. At present, I have provided both phonological and semantic 

evidence to claim the existence of different sets of verb roots (and thematics) within 

larger macro verbs. These sets have then been verified by grouping them according to 

their TAM suffixes in Maung. However, the sets of verb roots I have given here are 

by no means exhaustive, and there remain many more verb roots to be identified. For 

the moment, I shall pause here as I proceed to an analysis of prepounds in the two 

languages. 
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6 Prepounds in verb stems 

In this chapter I present some of the prepounds I have isolated in the two languages. 

While my aim is to analyse macro verbs, some of the evidence I use comes from other 

sources, including independent nominal and adjective compounds. All glossing 

conventions remain as in previous chapters. As in Chapter 3, /B/ indicates an 

indeterminable bilabial root-initial that could either be /b/ or /m/. 

6.1 Prepounds vs independent nominal roots 
Table 51 Comparison of prepounds with independent nominal roots 

English gloss Prepound Iwaidja 
(independent 
nominal root) 

Maung 
(independent 
nominal root) 

‘tongue’ ngardalk- (Iw) / 
ngaralk- (M) 

^ngardalk ngaralk (LL) 

manga- ‘throat’ 
marl- (M only) 

^manga majarr (VE) 

‘track’ alal- (Iw only) ^alal ^warak  
‘tooth’ jihi- ^yihi ^yihi 
‘chest’ amburr- ^(d)amburryak kumbil (MA) 
‘nape’ mungkurr- ^mungkurryuwu ^mungkurryuwu 
‘knee’ midburr- (Iw only) ^midburryuwu ngarlwak (MA) 

‘forehead’ bartbal- ^wartbalmili ^wartbalmili 
‘nose’ / ‘face’ bilk- (Iw only) 

jirn- 
^yinmul ‘nose’ 
^walu ‘face’ 

murlu ‘nose’ 
^yambuli ‘face’ 

‘head’ ngart- 
ngalk- / ngulk- 

^waharl wanji (LL) 

‘head hair’ jarrk- / jalk- angbal ^wiya 
^marrk ‘belly’ ‘belly’ / 

‘waistline’ 
marrk- 
ldal- (Iw) 
lduwurl- (Iw) 
ldurl- (Iw) / lurl- (M) 
burlk- (M) 

 
^ldalal ‘belly, 
stomach, waist’ 

 
 
^lurlmu ‘waistline’  

‘arm’ / ‘hand’ marr- 
jij(bal)- (Iw) /  
jirt(bal)- (M) 
Dangkad- (Iw only) 

^mawurr ‘arm’ 
^wirrkalk ‘hand’ 

^mawurr ‘arm’ 
yurnu (ED) ‘hand’ 

‘leg’ / ‘foot’ ldaharl- (Iw only) 
ldahad- (Iw) / 
ldad- (Iw), lad- (M) 

^ldadbihi ‘shin’ 
^lduli ‘foot’ 

^larri ‘leg’ 
yurnu (ED) ‘foot’ 

‘eye’ ldarl- (Iw only) yarda wun (VE) 
‘mouth’ / 

‘lips’ 
ldak(bal)- (Iw) / lak- (M) ^ldakbirdij 

ildahardarrum 
‘jaw’ 

^lakbirij 
ilangararru (M) 
‘jawbone’ 
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As mentioned, most prepounds are similar in form to their independent semantic 

correspondents, as shown in Table 51 (bold typeface indicates identical segments in 

the prepound and the independent root).  

 

We can see that in some cases, the entire independent nominal root and the prepound 

are identical, as with ngardalk- ‘tongue’ and manga- ‘throat’. In other cases, only the 

first portion of the independent form is cognate with the prepound, as with amburr- 

‘chest’ and mungkurr- ‘nape’. Other prepounds such as jijbal-Iw ‘hand’ and ngart- 

‘head’ appear to have completely different roots from their independent forms. In 

addition, there are prepounds like ji- and ldurl-Iw / lurl-M which appear to have 

compounded the entire independent form, but have since undergone glide reduction 

and vowel deletion. 

 
It may be that compounding in the two languages has been productive until recent 

times. It is difficult, though not impossible, to draw any conclusions regarding the 

relative time depth of these compounds by simply comparing the independent and 

bound forms. For instance, we find the prepound manga- identical in form to the 

Iwaidja independent ^manga ‘throat’. In Maung, only a handful of words contain the 

noun root manga-, the more common ‘throat’ prepound being marl-, which is absent 

from Iwaidja apart from a possible borrowing. Harvey’s (2003) proto Gunwinyguan 

reconstruction gives *manga ‘throat, neck’, suggesting that the original proto Iwaidjic 

was also *manga and manga- compounds in both Iwaidja and Maung predate the split 

in proto Iwaidjic. The absence of marl- ‘neck’ in Iwaidja suggests that this is a Maung 

innovation and that compounding was productive both before and after the split of 

proto Iwaidjic. 

 

6.2 Prepounds identical to independent nominal roots 

In this section I look at the prepounds that are identical in form to their independent 

nominal counterparts: ngardalk-Iw / ngaralk-M, manga- ‘throat’, alal- ‘tracks’ and jihi- 

‘teeth’. These are independent nominal root that have been compounded completely 

with the verb root, sometimes undergoing reduction, as is the case of jihi-. 
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Table 52 ngardalk-Iw / ngaralk-M ‘tongue’29 

^ngardalk 
^ngaralk 

%ngardalk% 
%ngaralk% 
[tongue] 

tongue (n) 
tongue; word; language (n) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

bulngaralk %bul+ngaralk% 
[stop+tongue] 

unable to speak (n) (M) 

^ngardalkbalkba %ngardalk+malkba% 
[tongue+emerge] 

stick tongue out (Iw) 

^ngardalkburlnga %ngardalk+burlnga% 
[tongue+change] 

be multilingual (Iw) 

^ngaralkinka %ngaralk+nginka% 
[tongue+argue] 

grumble (M) 

 
This is the clearest example of a prepound that is identical in form to its independent 

form that can be found in both languages. In ^ngardalkbalkba the prepound refers to 

the body part while in ^ngardalkburlngan, its meaning extends to include 

‘language’30. The final example ^ngaralkinka is an example of the prepound taking 

the role of instrument i.e. using one’s tongue to argue. 

 

Table 53 alal- ‘track’ 

^alal %alal% 
[track] 

footprint, track (Iw) 

^alaldi / ^arlaldi? %alal+ldi% 
[track+stand] 

make tracks (Iw) 

walaldi %K+alaldi% 
[abs+track] 

furrow where a dugong 
has grazed 

(Iw) 

 

Table 54 manga- ‘throat’ 

^manga %manga% 
[throat] 

throat, neck (n) (Iw) 

mangaj 
mangawj 

%manga+aj% 
[throat+inside]31 

sore throat (Iw) 
(M) 

^mangawun %manga+wun% 
[throat+hit] 

to cough (Iw) 
(M) 

^mangardalku %manga+ldalku% (ld > rd ?) 
 [throat+cut] 

cut grip or ‘neck’ on 
woomera 

(Iw) 

^mangayirda+ 
makbang 

%manga+jirda+ma+kbang% 
[throat+mud+take+KRDP] 

speak with a faint voice (Iw) 

                                                
29 Based on historical sound changes (see 4.1) the proto Iwaidjic form would be expected to be  
*ngartalk, with the intervocalic retroflex stop leniting to /rd/ and /r/ in Iwaidja and Maung respectively. 
30 This is not uncommon in languages, (cf French langue, Russian jazyk). Maung ^ngaralk still denotes 
both ‘tongue’ and ‘language’, while in Iwaidja ‘language’ is yinyman. 
31 The -aj suffix in Iwaidja is used with nominals to signify ‘inside’ the nominal. With body parts, it 
seems to indicate ‘sickness’. (cf ^ldalmaldangkaj ‘feel sick in the stomach’) 
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alal- (Table 53) and manga- (Table 54) are prepounds that are identical to only the 

Iwaidja independent root. The alal- prepound only appears in Iwaidja, and manga- is 

less common in Maung. Iw mangaj and M mangawj are cognate, but the off-glide in 

Maung suggests the analysis should be %manga+uj%. This off-glide in Maung often 

corresponds to Ø in Iwaidja, as in Iw mirdan and M mirawn ‘sing’. 

 

Note that the expected form for ‘cut grip on woomera’ is ^mangaldalku, not 

^mangardalku which could be accounted for by positing a new morphophonemic 

change:  V + ld → rd 

However it is equally possible that the prepound is mangart, which can be plausibly 

analysed as ngart- ‘head’ with the old vegetative prefix ma-32. Furthermore, in Harvey 

(2003) gives proto Gunwinyguan *manga ‘neck, throat’ and *mangal ‘woomera’. 

While *mangal > mangart seems unlikely historically, the high similarity between the 

two forms for ‘throat’ and ‘woomera’ in proto BGW does suggest that there are 

alternatives to analysing the root in ^mangardalku as necessarily manga-. 

 

See 5.9 for a discussion of ^mangayirdamakbang. 

 

Table 55 jihi- ‘teeth’ 

^yihi %jihi% 
[tooth] 

tooth, teeth (n) (Iw) 

^yiwarrki 
^yiyarrki 

%jihi+barrki% 
 [tooth+hit] 

pick one’s teeth 
 

(M) 
(Iw) 

^yiharra %jihi+barra% 
[tooth+white] 

open mouth (Iw) 

^yiwarrakan %jihi+barra+ka% 
[tooth+white+KRDP] 

show white (eg. a smiling 
mouth showing teeth, 
breaking surf) 

(M) 

^yihaka %jihi+aka% 
[tooth+throw] 

not eat, go hungry (Iw) 

^yiyakanjildin %jihi+akan+jildin% 
[tooth+throw+RECIP] 

quarrel (Iw) 

^yiharrjiny %jihi+barrki+ny% 
[tooth+hit+?] 

poisonous fangs (Iw) 

 

                                                
32 I have found examples, though not listed here, of ngart- meaning ‘spear’ in certain compounds. 
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The prepound ji- was originally postulated for this set. However, it failed to account 

for the variations in the root initial like ^yiyarrki in Iwaidja, which one would expect 

to be identical to its Maung cognate ^yiwarrki. Consequently, I posit that the free 

independent root jihi- had been completely compounded, and that ji- is the result of a 

series of glide reductions and vowel deletions. This analysis argues that first the root-

initial stop lenited intervocalically, and was subsequently deleted along with the 

preceding vowel, as in: *yihibarrki > *yihiwarrki > yiharrki 

In Maung h > w, while in Iwaidja h > y, h. This additional lenition step in Iwaidja 

does not seem regular however. Such an analysis is not completely unfounded, given 

that we know vowel reduction of this nature happens in Iwaidja and Maung (see 

4.1.1) 

 

In an alternative analysis, we might posit the prepound as jih-, which through a series 

of previously undescribed morphophonemic changes gives us the forms we see above. 

The problem here is that this would be our first and only example of a /h/ final 

prepound. Since /h/ developed from a lenition of /k/, we would also be at loss to 

explain how we arrive at ^yiwarrki ‘pick teeth’ and not *yikbarrki. 

 

6.3 Prepounds partially identical to independent roots 

A number of compounds seem to have incorporated only a portion of the independent 

root. One set of prepounds all contain the sequence burr- (or -kurr after /ng/), 

although there is insufficient evidence to justify labelling this a separate morpheme. 

More importantly, what appear to be partial incorporations might in fact have been 

full ones (as in the examples in 6.2) at the time of compounding and it is the free 

nominal root that has undergone suffixation. 

Table 56 amburr- ‘chest’ 

^(d)amburryak %damburr+jak% 
[chest+NOMZ] 

chest (n) (Iw) 

inyamburraha 
inyamburrawa 

%iny+amburr+aha% 
[FE+chest+?C] 

plastron (underside) of sea 
turtle (n) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^amburranyi %amburr+lanyi% 
[chest+hit] 

smite one’s chest (M) 

^amburryirda %amburr+jirda% 
[chest+push] 

jostle, push with chest (Iw) 
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The analysis of ^(d)amburryak is based on the existence of a -jak morpheme which 

appears as a nominaliser in Maung yarndulyak ‘long’ (MA) (cf M yarndulyarrkud 

‘long hair’). In Iwaidja though there is no clear evidence for -jak as a nominaliser 

morpheme, although it does appear at the end of some nominals e.g. mayak ‘vine sp’. 

 

The verb ^amburranyi ‘smite one’s chest’ is more likely an old compound in Maung 

and not a case of borrowing: it lacks a cognate in Iwaidja and its verb root is -lanyi, 

which lacks an independent form in both Iwaidja and Maung (see Table 35). 

 
Table 57 mungkurr- ‘nape’ 

^mungkurryuwu %mungkurr+juwu% 
[nape+?C] 

nape of neck (n) (Iw) 
(M) 

^mungkurrukbu %mungkurr+ukbu% 
[nape+break] 

break yam off at neck 
twist someone’s neck 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^mungkurriyi %mungkurr+?iyi% 
[nape+break?C] 

break someone’s neck (M) 

 

Table 58 midburr- ‘knee’ (Iw only) 

^midburryuwu %midburr+juwu% 
[knee+?C] 

knee; node of bamboo (n) (Iw) 

^midburrurnakan %midburr+?u+rnakan% 
[knee+give?C+go.dual?] 

kneel down (Iw) 

 

Though there does not seem to be a clear semantic link between ‘nape’ and ‘knee’ the 

forms ^mungkurryuwu and ^midburryuwu are very similar. The evidence for positing 

the prepound mungkurr- is found in ^mungkurrukbu where the verb root -ukbu is 

quite clear. -rnaka ‘go (dual)’ seems to be the verb root in ^midburrurnakan ‘kneel 

down’, although we still need to account for the interceding vowel /u/. 

 

There is an additional example nginburr ‘back’ that only occurs synchronically in the 

Iwaidja coverb construction ^wu nginburr ‘hit on back’. The preservative 

environment of the coverb construction (Singer, 2006) indicates that the original free 

nominal root ended in -burr. If nginburr is related to the other nominal roots 

containing -burr, this would suggest that these prepounds are examples of nominal 

roots which had been fully incorporated into the verb stem before their independent 

forms took suffixes like -jak and -juwu. 
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6.4 Prepound doublets 

Several body part prepounds have a number of ‘doublets’, or prepounds that are 

semantically correspondent to them. These doublets may be the result of historical 

allomorphic variation, or may simply have different nominal roots as their sources. 

For instance, there are at least three prepounds that mean ‘head’: ngart-, ngalk- or 

ngulk-, of which the latter two appear to be historical allomorphs; and the prepounds 

marrk- and ldurl-Iw / lurl-M ‘belly’ evidently have different roots. Some differences 

may also be dialectal, such as the following Iwaidja variants which all mean ‘wash 

hands’: ^angkadbinybu, ^yijbalwinybun, ^wangkalwinybun. 

6.4.1 Head 
Table 59 ngart- ‘head’ 

^ngartbinybu %ngart+binybu% 
[head+wash] 

wash hair (Iw) 

^ngartbanbun %ngart+manbu% 
[head+bite] 

have a headache 
attack; have a headache 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ngartbarra %ngart+barra% 
[head+white] 

be grey-haired (M) 

^ngartbulaw %ngart+bulaw% 
[head+pour] 

pour over head (M) 

^ngartbuni %ngart+muni% 
[head+hit] 

throw at head (M) 

^ngartbarrki %ngart+barrki% 
[head+hit.pierce] 

shoot in head; make a 
mark 

(M) 

^ngartbunya %ngart+bunya% 
[head+cook[ 

cook on top of burning fire (M) 

^ngardakbi %ngart+ldakbi% (rt+ld > rd) 
[head+wear] 

wear around forehead; 
wind, tie around 

(Iw) 

^ngartalku %ngart+lalku% (rt+l > rt) 
[head+cut] 

wear a hat (M) 

^ngartbuda %ngart+Buda% 
[head+tie.up?] 

tie something around the 
top; have a grudge 

(M) 

^ngartbalkarri %ngart+Balkarri% 
[head+?C] 

be asleep with head in 
hands 

(Iw) 

^ngartbuni %ngart+muni% 
[head+hit] ? 

fall; land (Iw) 

 

While it is clear that ^ngart- means ‘head’, its semantic range has also been extended 

to cover ‘top of something’, which is not an uncommon tendency in languages 

(Wilkins, 1996). Iw ^ngartbinybu and M ^ngartbarra also illustrate the natural 

semantic tendency for the meaning ‘head’ to shift to ‘head hair’, or from visible 

whole to visible part. 
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At present, I have not been able to identify verb roots for ^ngartbuda, ^ngartbaka and 

^ngartbalkarri. However, it appears that -Buda ‘tie’ might be a form of Iw -burang 

‘tie up’ in which the alveolar stop has not undergone intervocalic lenition. I have also 

included Iw ^ngartbuni ‘fall’ in this set as the Maung cognate means ‘throw at head’. 

The Maung verb for ‘fall’ is ^ngulkbuni (see Table 60), which shares the same verb 

root and also contains a ‘head’ prepound. 

 

Table 60 ngurlk-Iw / ngulk-M ‘head’ 

^ngulkbarrki %ngulk+barrki% 
[head+hit] 

put head to ground, bow (M) 

^ngulkbuni %ngulk+muni% 
[head+hit] 

fall (M) 

^ngurlkbaji %ngurlk+Baji% 
[head+?] 

drop head, as after being 
punched 

(Iw) 

^ngurlkburlnga %ngurlk+burlnga% 
[head+change] ? 

turn around, change direction (Iw) 

  

At present there is no explanation for the correspondence between the retroflex and 

alveolar laterals in Iwaidja and Maung, which appears to be the exact opposite in the 

set of ‘hair’ prepounds: Iwaidja yalk- corresponds to Maung yarlk- (see 6.4.2). 

 

There is an additional ‘head’ compound: 

Iw, M ^ngalkbu %ngalk+bu% [head+hit] ‘hit on head’ 

It is possible that ngalk- is an allomorph of ngulk- given that we see this alternation 

between /a/ and /u/ in Iw barlkbarrakan ‘old man’ and awurlkbarrakan ‘old men’, 

where the addition of the plural a- prefix is accompanied by the raising of the first 

vowel. This highlights the possibility that ngulk- is a historical allomorphic variant of 

ngalk-, though any evidence of prefixation to account for the allomorphic change has 

been lost. 
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6.4.2 Head Hair 

Table 61 jarrk- / jalk-Iw / jarlk-M ‘hair’ 

^yarrkbinybu %jarrk+binybu% 
[hair+wash] 

singe, burn off feathers (Iw) 

^yarlkbinybu %jarlk+binybu% 
[hair+wash] 

singe, burn off feathers (M) 

^yarrkalku %jarrk+ldalku% 
%jarrk+lalku% 
[hair+cut] 

cut hair (Iw) 
(M) 

^yarndulyarrkud %jarndul+jarrk+ud% 
[long+hair+NOMZ.pl] 

long-haired (n) (M) 

^yarlkanyi %jarlk+lanyi% 
[hair+hit] 

comb hair (M) 

^yalkbarrki %jalk+barrki% 
[hair+hit] 

comb hair (Iw) 

^yalkurtbujud %jalk+ldurtbuj+ud% 
[hair+short+NOMZ.pl] 

short (hair) (adj) (Iw) 

^yalkbanyanud %jalk+banyan+ud% 
[hair+long+NOMZ.pl] 

long (hair) (adj) (Iw) 

^yalkbarran %jalk+barra% 
[hair+white] 

blonde (hair) (adj) (Iw) 

^yalkunji %jalk+ngunji% 
[hair+black] 

dark (hair) (adj) (Iw) 

 
This cognate set shows the greatest variation in liquids preceding the velar stop. Like 

the variation in the ‘head’ prepound set (see 6.4.1), no explanation has been given for 

the variation in the laterals before the velar stop. If we assume that yarrk- is the older 

form, on the grounds that it is present in both languages, then we might suggest that 

*yarrk- > yalk- in Iwaidja and *yarrk- > yarlk- in Maung. However, this is a tentative 

hypothesis and more cross-linguistic data needs to be examined before any solid 

conclusions can be drawn. 

 

In any case, it is interesting to note the Iwaidja set of yalk- ‘hair’ adjectives which are 

used to describe hair colour and length (sometimes with the plural nominal suffix -

ud). The formation of these compound adjectives seems to post-date the split of proto 

Iwaidjic with M ^yarndulyarrkud showing very different morphological features, 

including the position of the noun root yarrk- after the adjective root yarndul- (cf M 

yarndulyak %jarndul+jak% [long+NOMZ] ‘long’). 
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6.4.3 Face & Nose  
In Iwaidja and Maung, there are a few prepounds that mean both ‘face’ and ‘nose’, 

which are commonly linked semantically cf Kayardild kirrka ‘nose, face’. The 

nominal root yin-Iw / yirn-M also appears to bear a semantic link between ‘nose’ and 

‘music’.  

Table 62 biLk- ‘face’ & ‘nose’ 

^wilkanyi 
 

%bilk+ldanyi% 
[face+hit] 

hit on face (Iw) 

^wirlkbarrki %birlk+barrki% 
[nose+hit.pierce] 

pierce (nose) (Iw) 

^wirlbarrki ? %birlk+barrki% 
[nose+hit.pierce] 

point out (M) 

Table 63 bud- ‘face’ & ‘nose’ (Iw only) 

^wudbinybu %bud+binybu% 
[nose+wash] 

wash one’s face (Iw) 

^wudburra %bud+burra% 
[nose+flow] 

have a runny nose (Iw) 

^wudbarrjin %bud+barrki+n% (j > k) 
[nose+hit+?] 

pierce nose (Iw) 

^wudbunya %bud+bunya% 
[nose+cook] 

start engine, warm on fire (Iw) 

 

The Maung verb ^wirlbarrki (probably a mistranscription of ^wirlkbarrki since we 

would otherwise expect the lenition of the bilabial stop) might be related to Iwaidja 

^wirrkalk ‘hand, finger’, although there is a possible connection between ‘nose’ and 

‘point out’. 

 
Table 64 jirn-M ‘face’ & ‘nose’ 

^yirnbulanyi %jirnbul+lanyi% 
[nose+hit] 

hit on nose (M) 

^yirnbarrki %jirn+barrki% 
[nose+hit] 

have an affectionate feeling 
for, be sorry for 

(M) 

^yirnbungku %jirn+bungku% 
[music?+remove] ? 

be quiet (M) 

^yirnbirrawu ? 
(see 5.9) 

%jirn+mirrawu% ? 
[face+paint] 

paint one’s face (M) 

^yinmul ? %jin+mul% 
[nose+?C] 

nose; needle, head of spear; 
breathing hole; dugong 
snout; nostrils; tune (n) 

(Iw) 
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There also appears to be a semantic link between jirn- and ‘music’: ^yinmul (Iw) can 

also mean ‘tune’, while ^yirnbungku ‘be quiet’ (M) implies the removal of some form 

of sound. 

6.4.4 Belly / Stomach / Waist 
Traditionally, the belly is regarded as the seat of emotion in Maung (Singer, 2006). 

There are at least four identified ‘belly’ prepounds: marrk-, wurlk-, ldal- (Iw only) 

and ldurl-Iw / lurl-M (which might be a reduced version of lduwurl-). Some prepounds 

are connected with certain emotions, e.g. marrk- with ‘desire’ and wurlk- with 

‘sorrow’. 

Table 65 marrk- ‘belly’ 

^marrk %marrk% 
[belly] 

belly, stomach, abdomen (n) (M) 

marrk %marrk% 
[belly.desire] 

desire (n) (Iw) 

abarrk %aK+marrk% 
[ED+belly] 

cut of dugong from side of 
belly (n) 

(Iw) 

^marrkban %marrk+man% 
[desire+ take] 

be happy (Iw) 

^marrkbungku ? %marrk+bungku% 
[belly+remove] ? 

run (Iw) 

 
Table 66 burlk- ‘belly’ 

wurlk %burlk% 
[sorrow] 

sorrow (n) (M) 

^wu wurlk %bu%%burlk% 
[hit sorrow] 

be sad (cov) (M) 

^wurlkbungku %burlk+bungku% 
[belly.sorrow+remove] 

make someone sad; feel 
sad, feel sorry for 
someone 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^wurlkbungkuj %burlk+bungku+j% 
[sorrow+remove+NOMZ] 

be friendly towards (n.) (M) 

^wurlkiyi %burlk+?iyi% 
[belly+break?C] 

be hungry (Iw) 

^wurlkujbakba %burlk+ujba+kba% 
[sorrow+suck+KRDP] 

sob (M) 

^wurlkbarrki %burlk+warrki% 
[belly+hit] 

be hungry, have an 
empty stomach 

(M) 

^wurlkbalangka %burlk+Balangka% 
[belly+?#] 

be shocked; worry (Iw) 

 

Both marrk- and wurlk- look like free nominal roots that have been fully 

compounded. M wurlk is also present in a number of coverb constructions. Evdience 
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that Iw marrk ‘desire’ has undergone a semantic shift comes from ‘belly’ the Maung 

independent nominal marrk, as well as Iw abarrk with the old edible gender prefix. 

Similarly, M wurlk ‘sorrow’ has undergone a semantic shift from the body part to the 

associated emotion, as evidenced by compounds such as ^wurlkbarrki ‘have an empty 

stomach’. 

Table 67 ldal- ‘belly’ (Iw only) 

^ldalal %ldalal% 
[belly] 

belly; waist; bottom of 
canoe; hollow part (n) 

(Iw) 

^ldalmaldankaj %ldal+maldanka+aj% 
[worry+?C+inside] 

feel sick in the stomach 
with worry 

(Iw) 

^ldalmalkan %ldal+malkba?% 
[worry+emerge] 

be surprised (Iw) 

 

This looks like either partial compounding of the free noun root or a full 

compounding that has undergone reduction, although there is no comparable evidence 

to explain the reduction: *ldalal- > ldal- (a study of metrical stress might be useful 

here). The analysis of ^ldalmalkan also presupposes the unpredictable loss of /b/. 

Table 68 lduwurl- / (b)urlu- ‘waist’ (Iw only) 

^lduwurlakbi %lduwurl+ldakbi% 
[waist+wear] 

have around waist (Iw) 

lduhulngarrngarr %lduhul+ngarr+ngarr% 
[waist+REDUP+?C] 

lower back, sacrum (Iw) 

^ma wurlurlu %ma%%burlu+rlu%? 
[take waist+REDUP] 

hug (cf Iw wurlurlu 
‘the whole thing’) 

(Iw) 

Table 69 ldurl-Iw / lurl-M ‘waist’ 

^ldurlmu 
^lurlmu 

%ldurl+mu% ? 
%lurl+mu% ? 
[waist+?] 

middle part; halfway (n) 
waistline; centre of fish (n) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldurlwanyan %ldurl+banyan% 
[waist+long] 

long and thin (adj) (Iw) 

^ldurlwijak %ldurl+bijak% 
[waist+tight] 

thin; tight (adj) (Iw) 

^ldurlmanbukbun %ldurl+manbu+kbun% 
[waist+bite+KRDP] 

suffer great pain (Iw) 

 
The prepound ldurl-Iw / lurl-M is very likely a reduction of lduwurl- (lduhul- in 

lduhulngarrngarr is a possible mistranscription). The combination of ldurl- with an 

adjective root as in ^ldurlwanyan and ^ldurlwijak looks similar to the yalk- ‘hair’ 

adjectives in Iwaidja. However, in this case, the use of ldurl- does not specify a body 
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part, and simply adds the meaning of ‘thinness’. The compound ^ldurlmanbukbun 

also does not specify a body part, but is assumed to involve some internal pain. 

 

6.4.5 Hand / Arm 
Synchronically, Iwaidja seems to display a number of different prepounds meaning 

‘hand’: marra-, Dangkad- (Iw only), yij(bal)-Iw / yirt(bal)-M and biny- (M only). 

Table 70 marr- ‘arm’ 

^marranyi %marr+lanyi% 
%marr+ldanyi% 
[arm+hit] 

wave 
beckon, wave 

(M) 
(Iw) 

^marranmarranyi %marran+ 
marr+lanyi% 
[REDUP+arm+hit] 

flap arms; fly; wave (M) 

^marrikbin %marr+ikbin% 
[arm+get.up] 

move (Iw) 

^marruji %marr+buji% (b > Ø) 
[arm+grab?] 

take by the hand or arm, 
hold hands 

(Iw) 

 

The prepound marr- appears in both languages, but it is not as widespread as the other 

prepounds for ‘hand’, and often suggests ‘movement’ as opposed to a specific body 

part. ^marruji is another example of  b > Ø in Iwaidja, when b > w is expected (the 

verb root is posited as -(b)uji by comparison with Iw ldadbuji ‘grab by the chin’). 

Table 71 Dangkad- ‘arm’ (Iw) 

^(d)angkadbinybu %Dangkad+binybu% 
[arm+wash] 

wash one’s arm (Iw) 

^(d)angkadba %Dangkad+ma% 
[arm+take] 

grasp someone’s arm (Iw) 

^(d)angkarrakbi %Dangkad+ldakbi% 
[arm+wear] 

wear around arm (Iw) 

^angkadburang %Dangkad+burang% 
[arm+tie.up] 

tie up by the arm, forefin (Iw) 

^(rt)angkarranyi %Dangkad+ldanyi% 
[arm+hit] 

hit on arm (Iw) 

^angkadbarlkan %Dangkad+Barlkan% 
[arm+?C] 

tether turtle by the fin (Iw) 

^wun angkad %bun%%angkad% 
[hit arm] 

say goodbye (Iw) 
(M) 

 
Evans (2006) provides evidence for an underlying historic *dangkad- word initially 

and *-rtangkad- word internally where initial *d- / -rt- has been preserved after prefix 

final K-.  
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It is possible that angkad in the coverb construction ^wu angkad means ‘arm’, and not 

‘always’ as previously analysed in the lexicon file (Hewett et al., In prep.), if we 

consider ‘hitting the arm’ as a gesture associated with bidding farewell. However, as 

coverbs are often protected from lenition, we would expect the historical form 

*rtangkad. If we are to accept that angkad here means ‘arm’, it suggests the coverb 

construction must have arisen after the loss of the initial consonant but prior to the 

loss of the independent word (which has been subsequently replaced by ^mawurr). 

 
Table 72 jij(bal)-Iw / jirt(bal)-M ‘hand’  

^yijbalwinybu %jijbal+binybu% 
[hand+wash] 

wash one’s hand (Iw) 

^yijbaldurlku %jijbal+ldurlku% 
[hand+be.stuck] 

get one’s hand stuck (Iw) 

^yijbaldalku %jijbal+ldalku% 
[hand+cut] 

get cut on one’s hand (Iw) 

^yidalku %jij+ldalku% (j+ld > d) 
[hand+cut] 

get cut on one’s hand (Iw) 

^yidi %jij+ldi% (j+ld > d) 
[hand+stand] 

put one’s hand in (Iw) 

^yijba %jij+ma% 
[hand+take] 

borrow from; come from 
(a certain tribe) 

(Iw) 

^yirtbakba %jirt+ma+kba% 
[hand+take+KRDP] 

help (Iw) 

^yirtbalinybu %jirtbal+binybu% 
[hand+wash] 

wash hands (M) 

^yirti %jirt+li% (rt+l > rt) 
[hand+stand] 

pull something out (M) 

^yirtba %jirt+ma% 
[hand+take] 

lend (M) 

^yirtiki %jirt+li+ki% 
[hand+stand+KRDP] 

help each other (M) 

^yirtbungku %jirt+bungku% 
[hand+remove] 

snatch, take from (M) 

^yirtudba %jirt+udba% 
[hand+put.down] 

leave something with 
someone 

(M) 

Table 73 biny(bal)- ‘hand’ 

^winybalinybukbun %binybal+binybu+Kbu+n% 
[hand+wash+KRDP] 

wash hands (M) 

^winyjama / 
^winyjamakba 

%biny+ldama% 
[hand+flavour] 
%biny+lama+kba% 
[hand+flavour+KRDP] 

mix (eg types of food, 
currents at sea) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^winyjinyman ? %biny+?ldinyman% 
[hand+?C] 

light, make flame up (Iw) 
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An explanation for the correspondence between Iwaidja jij(bal)- and Maung jirt(bal)- 

(Table 72) has yet to be given. Maung does not appear to have any definitive -j final 

prepounds, and it is likely that the palatal stop is an Iwaidjan innovation. In addition, 

the jirt- form does occur in Iwaidja in some putative cognates like ^yirtbakba ‘help 

each other’ (cf Maung ^yirtba ‘lend’). 

 

The biny- prepound (Table 73) only occurs in a few verb stems and its only attested 

form that references ‘hands’ is M ^winybalinybukbun, which has ^yirtbalwinybu as its 

synonym. Given the wider distribution of jirtbal-, it would appear that binybal- is the 

older prepound which survives in only a few verbs like ^winyjama, and also ^winybu 

‘wash’.  

 

The ubiquitous -bal morpheme which is present in ^winybalinybukbun appears to be 

optional in the synonyms ^yijbaldalku and ^yidalku ‘get cut on the hand’. This is a 

morpheme that we shall look at more closely. 

6.5 -bal- morpheme 

Table 74 bartbal- ‘forehead’ / bart- ‘top’ 

^wartbalmili %bartbal+mili% 
[forehead+?] 

forehead (n) (Iw) 
(M) 

^wartbalma %bartbal+ma% 
[forehead+take] 

lie with forearm across 
forehead 

(Iw) 

^wartbalmuni %bartbal+muni% 
[forehead+hit] 

bump together; 
thunderhead develop 

(M) 

^wartbalwani %bartbal+bani% 
[forehead+sit] 

hit on forehead; 
thunderstorm develop 

(M) 

^wartbani %bart+bani% 
[top+sit] 

build something up; put 
something on top 

(M) 

 

In Table 74, the contrast between ^wartbalwani and ^wartbani suggests that bart- is a  

spatial prepound meaning ‘top’ while the -bal morpheme specifies a body part, i.e. 

‘top of body’. This analysis holds true in previous examples like ^yijbalwinybun 

‘wash hands’ where the -bal morpheme specifies a body part. However, this is not 

always the case, as in ^wartbalmuni ‘bump together; thunderhead develop’, though 

these meanings might have been derived by metaphoric extension. 
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On the other hand, not all such prepounds specifying a body part necessarily contain –

bal – we saw this in the synonyms ^yijbaldalku and ^yidalku ‘get cut on the hand’. 

One possible explanation for this is that the original independent noun root for hand 

looked like yijbal which was completely compounded in some cases, but only 

partially in others. Alternatively, it may not be a case of partial compounding and the 

prepound sans -bal is an old verb root. For instance, biny- (Table 73) might have 

referred to some action of the hand like ‘stir’ and binybal- in ^winybalinybu means 

‘hand / the organ that stirs’. This analysis is plausible if consider how a spatial 

prepound like wart- ‘top’ combines with -bal to mean ‘forehead’. This account 

however still needs to be substantiated with cognates from comparative 

reconstructions. For the moment, I continue to treat bal- as part of a single prepound 

when it does appear. 

6.6 Prepounds ldak-Iw / lak-M 

By far the largest number of verb stems in Iwaidja and Maung begin with lda-Iw / la-M 

(for convenience, I will be using ‘L’ to represent both laterals in this section, but 

language specific examples will always be represented using the relevant 

orthography). Evans (2006) states that approximately 23.5% of all bound roots in 

Iwaidja are ld- initial. Furthermore, there appears to be a large degree of overlap in 

the meanings of Lak- and Lad-, with both prepounds able to mean ‘leg’ and ‘mouth’. 

Lak- also shows a wide range of polysemy, some by semantic extension to ‘sea’, 

‘moon’ etc. 

6.6.1 Foot / Leg 

Table 75 ldaharl- / ldak- ‘foot’ (Iw only) 

^ldaharldalkun %ldaharl+ldalku% 
[foot+cut] 

cut on foot, cut someone 
on the foot 

(Iw) 

^ldaharldurlkun %ldaharl+ldurlku% 
[foot+trap] 

get one’s foot stuck (Iw) 

^ldaharlwinybun %ldaharl+binybu% 
[foot+wash] 

wash one’s feet (Iw) 

^ldaharlalhun ~ 
^ldahalalwun 

%ldaharl+alhun% ? 
[foot+rope] 

pull by rope, string (Iw) 

^ldakidban %ldak+Cidban% 
[foot+?C] 

step over; jump (Iw) 

^ldakijba %ldak+Cijba% 
[leg+?C] 

pass someone by (Iw) 
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Although synchronically, ldaharl- looks like a disyllabic prepound, it is almost 

certainly an older compound of ldak- plus a vowel initial root which triggered lenition 

of /k/ to /h/, as evidenced by other compounds which still preserve ldak- (note that the 

verb stems in the last two examples must have originally been consonant initial to 

preserve /k/). 

Table 76 ldahad-  / ldad- ‘leg’ (Iw only) 

^ldahadbun %ldahad+bun% 
[leg+hit] 

arrive (Iw) 

^ldahadban %ldahad+man% 
[leg+take] 

bend over (Iw) 

^ldaharralkbi %ldahad+ldalk+mi% 
[leg+?#+do] (d+ld > rr) 

move through air, jump 
over 

(Iw) 

^ldadbihi %ldad+?Bihi% 
[leg+?C] 

shin (n) (Iw) 

^ldadbinman %ldad+Bin+man% 
[leg+?C+take] 

pull apart (Iw) 

^ldarrani ? %ldad+ldanyi% 
[leg+hit] (d+ld > rr) 
([mouth+hit] also possible) 

punish, scold (Iw) 

 

Like ldaharl-, ldahad- (Table 76) is probably an old compound containing ldak-. 

However, in some cases, the original /k/ has lenited completely, resulting in syllable 

reduction to give ldad-.  

 

A third related prepound is Langa- (Table 77). While it does share the La- initial with 

ldak-, we no reason to believe /ng/ here developed from an original /k/. It is present in 

both languages and can be compounded with the old thematic -ni ‘sit’. This suggests 

that it is an older prepound than the ldak-.  

Table 77 Langa- ‘leg’? 

^ldangani 
^langani 

%ldanga+ni% 
%langa+ni% 
[leg+sit] 

put on top, stand up // 
stand, stay, come 
from 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^langali %langa+li% 
[leg+stand] 

stand up (M) 

^warndangaliki %barn+langa+li+ki% (rn+l > rnd) 
[top+leg+stand+KRDP] 

have legs elevated (M) 
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6.6.2 Mouth / Lips 

Table 78 Lak(bal)- ‘mouth’ 

^ldakbirdij 
^lakbirij 

%ldak+Birdij% 
%lak+Birij% 
[mouth+?C] 

lips, mouth (n) 
mouth, opening (n) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldakbalwinybu %ldakbal+binybu% 
[mouth+wash] 

wash lips (Iw) 

^ldakbaldanyi %ldakbal+ldanyi% 
[mouth+hit] 

hit on mouth, slap on 
mouth 

(Iw) 

^lakbanbun %lak+manbun% 
[mouth+bite] 

bite something in 
mouth; have food in 
mouth 

(M) 

^lakbuni %lak+muni% 
[mouth+hit] 

dig out with mouth (M) 

^ldakbardbanbun %ldak+bard?+manbun% 
[mouth+?C+bite] 

hold in mouth, across 
(not like cigarette) 

(Iw) 

^ldakbalkba 
^lakbalkba 

%ldak+malkba% 
%lak+malkba% 
[mouth+emerge] 

say what one is thinking 
tell secret; 
reveal one’s thoughts 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldakinka 
^lakinka 

%ldak+nginka% 
%lak+nginka% 
[mouth+argue] 

dugong / turtle surface 
to breathe 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^lakbunya %lak+bunya% 
[mouth+cook] 

roast meat on coals (M) 

^lakbunyanbunya %lak+bunyan+bunya% 
[mouth+REDUP+cook] 

answer back (M) 

^ldakburra %ldak+burra% 
[mouth+flow?#] 

hold in mouth (like 
cigarette) 

(Iw) 

^ldakbalmarrkarrkbi %ldakbal+marrkbarrk+mi% 
[mouth+soft+say] (b > Ø) 

slur one’s words, speak 
indistinctly 

(Iw) 

^ldakbalwarrki 
^lakbalwarrki 

%ldakbal+barrki% 
[mouth+hit] 

do shopping 
buy, sell 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldakbalduru %ldakbal+lduru% 
[mouth+growl?] 

sulk (Iw) 

^lakbalolen %ldakbal+?olen% 
[mouth+?C] 

speak on two-way radio (M) 

^ldakban 
^lakba 

%ldak+man% 
%lak+ma% 
[mouth+take] 

answer (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldakbandakba 
^lakbandakba 

%ldakban+ldak+ma% 
%lakban+lak+ma% 
[REDUP+mouth+take] 

whisper 
murmur, whisper 

(Iw) 
(M) 

 
The Lak(bal)- set is by far the largest prepound set in Iwaidja and Maung. Table 78 

only provides a sample of the macro verb stems belonging to this set. From what we 

have encountered in other prepounds, we can make a few observations about this set. 
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Firstly, the independent noun root ^Lakbirij is partially identical to the prepound. Lak- 

also sometimes takes the -bal- morpheme where it specifies the body part, as in 

^ldakbalwinybu ‘wash lips’, though this is not always the case, as in ^Lakbalwarrki 

‘do shopping, buy; sell’. The morpheme -bal- is also not obligatory if ‘mouth’ is 

being specified, as in ^lakbuni ‘dig out with mouth’. Finally, the prepound Lak- need 

not specify an actual body part, but can simply mean ‘to talk’, as in ^Lakbalkba 

‘reveal one’s thoughts’ and ^lakbunyanbunya ‘answer back’. 

 

The verb ^ldakbalmarrkarrkbi ‘speak indistinctly’ also deserves a comment. It takes 

the prepound marrkbarrk, which is an independent adjective root meaning ‘soft’, 

where the /b/ has been deleted. This suggests that once again our verb stem template 

has to be amended. 

Table 79 ldak- (realised as ldah-) ‘mouth’  

ildahardarrum %i+ldak+ardarrum% 
[MA+mouth+?C] 

jaw (n) 
(cf M ilangararru) 

(Iw) 

^ldahardama %ldak+ardama% 
[mouth+follow?] 

speak (esp a language) (Iw) 

^ldahamanjildiny %ldak+ardaman+jildiny% 
[mouth+follow?+RECIP] 

speak to each other (Iw) 

^ldaharlangkan %ldak+arlangka% 
[mouth+split] 

yawn (Iw) 

 

At the moment I have treated ^ldahardama as a compound of ldak- and -ardama 

‘follow, chase’, although it might be related to Maung ^lama ‘voice’33. Note that 

^ldahardama is reduced to ldahama- in ^ldahamanjildiny, suggesting that intervocalic 

deletion of /rd/ is possible in long verbs.  

Table 80 ldak- ‘sea, tide’ 

^ldakbalmurdun-
danymin 

%ldakbal+murdunda+nymin% 
[mouth.sea+?+INCHO] 

mouth swell up, sea be 
rough 

(Iw) 

^ldakbarlarlan %ldak+Barlarlan% 
[sea+?C] 

tide come in (Iw) 

^ldakirrinirra %ldak+Cirrin+Cirra% 
[sea+REDUP+?C] 

tide come in (Iw) 

^ldawurtin %ldak+urtin% 
[sea+ascend] 

tide come in (Iw) 

                                                
33 Such an analysis would look like %ldak+art+ldama% on the basis that in Iwaidja, rt+ld > rd (see 
3.1). 
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Birch (forthcoming) sheds light on the semantic link in Iwaidja between ‘lips’ and the 

‘sea’, finding ^ldakbirdij ldalha (lit. ‘sea lip’) as the term for ‘tideline’. This would 

certainly account for the occurence of ^ldak- in compounds referring to the tide. 

 

Note that murdunda- in ^ldakbalmurdundanymin is found as the reduced form 

murnda- in awunduhulmurndanymin34 ‘full tide’. Given its position before the 

inchoative suffix in both cases, it would be fair to consider it an adjective root. It may 

be related to murn- in M murndulku ‘make windbreak’ (lit. ‘trap wind’). At present 

however, I treat murdunda- as a cranberry morpheme, but at least we know it is /m/ 

initial because it follows a morpheme final /l/ and that it is vowel-final because /ny/ 

only appears after vowel final adjective roots. 

Table 81 Lak- ‘stop’ 

^ldakbujbi 
^lakujbi 

%lak+bujbi% (M: b > Ø) 
[stop+say.INTRNS35] 

stop speaking // 
be quiet 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^ldakbujba 
^lakujba 

%lak+bujba% (M: b > Ø) 
[stop+do] 

stop breathing // 
kiss; stop someone 
crying 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^lakujbakba %lak+bujba+kba% 
[stop+say+KRDP] 

plead guilty by not 
speaking about it 

(M) 

^ldakbujban %ldak+bujban% 
[stop+do] ? 

stop from doing (Iw) 

^ldakbinyakbun %ldak+Binyakbun% 
[stop+?C] 

not be able to hear 
someone 

(Iw) 

^ldakunyi 
^lakunyi 

%ldak+Cunyi% 
%lak+Cunyi% 
[stop+?C] 

not to give (Iw) 
(M) 

^ldadbani ? %ldad+bani% 
[stop+be] 

stop (Iw) 

 

The prepound Lak- ‘stop’ is an example of a non-nominal prepound. It is difficult to 

confirm if it is a verb root that can be a prepound since it does not appear as an 

independent root. One indication that it is a verb root however, is found in proto 

Gunwinyguan *thamq ‘to block’, which Lak- is possibly a reflex of. I have included 

^ldadbani in this set with ldad- as a possible allomorphic variant, given that there is 

some overlap between ldak- and ldad-, both meaning ‘leg’ in Iwaidja. 

                                                
34 A possible analysis of this: %ayuwundu+hul+murnda+nymin%  is [3pl/3pl.towards+?C+INCHO]. 
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6.7 Spatial prepound 

Table 82 barn- ‘top’ 

^warndangaliki %barn+langa+li+ki% 
[top+leg+stand+KRDP] 

have legs elevated; 
trees scattered in distance 

(M) 

^warnukbu %barn+ukbu% 
[top+bend] 

lie stretched out; bend 
down 

(M) 

^warnbani %barn+bani% 
[top+sit] 

sit back on heels (polite 
way) 

(M) 

^warndakbu %barn+?lakbu% 
[top+?C] 

stick into (eg foot) (M) 

^warnbarra %barn+barra% 
[top+cut] or [top+white] 

ready to harvest (M) 

^warndarrkanyjili %barn+larrkan?+jili% 
[top+?C+RECIP] 

tree limb or road branch 
off 

(M) 

 

As mentioned in 2.7.2, the prepound barn- appears to be cognate with Bininj Gun-

wok barn- ‘top’. The analysis of ^warnbarra ‘ready to harvest’ is probably [top+cut] 

(cf M ^warra ‘cut up meat’). The verb root in ^warndakbu might also be related to the 

Iwaidja verb root -ldakbu, only attested in ^angkarrakbu ‘tie something around 

someone’s arm’. 

6.8 Other puzzles 

In this section I examine some more puzzles that remain unsolved for the moment. I 

then present tables summarising sets of possible prepounds I have found. Some sets 

remain tentative as they most comprise few examples and I hope that more examples 

may eventually be found to add to this corpus. 

6.8.1 Eyes  
Table 83 ldarl- ‘eye?’ (Iw) 

^ldarlmala %ldarl+mala% 
[eye+?C] 

open one’s eyes (Iw) 

^ldarldukbu %ldarl+?ldukbu% 
[eye+?C] 

close one’s eyes (Iw) 

^ldarlwilju %ldarl+bilju% 
[eye+bruised] 

have a swollen eye (Iw) 

^ldarlmarrawa %ldarl+marrawa% 
[eye+?C] 

cry with face in hands (Iw) 

^ldarlambijambij %ldarl+ambij+ambij% 
[eye+laugh+REDUP] 

giggle 
(cf M ^larambij ‘smile) 

(Iw) 

    
^mi larl %mi%%larl% 

[be open?] 
be open (M) 
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^larlmalkba %larl+malkba% 
[eye?+emerge] 

emerge from (M) 

^larlukbu  %larl+ukbu% 
[eye?+break] 

die (for animals) (M) 

 
One problem with identifying the prepound in Iwaidja is that the verb roots are mostly 

cranberry morphemes. A cross-linguistic comparison with Maung does not help, since 

larl- does not seem to mean ‘eye’ in Maung. 

6.8.2 Ears 
Table 84 ali(N)(mul)- ‘ear’? 

^alimuludba %alinmul+udba% 
[ear+put.down] 

listen (Iw) 

^alinmulwarrki  
~ ^alimulwarrki 

%alinmul+barrki% 
[ear+hit] 

experience pain the ears; 
offend someone’s ears 

(Iw) 

^alimudba %alimul+ba% ? 
[ear+?C] 

forget (M) 

^alyu %ali+ju% 
[ear+wait] 

hear, listen; feel; 
understand 

(M) 

^alyunalyu %alijun+ali+ju% 
[REDUP+ear+wait] 

always hear about (M) 

^alidba 
^alyudba 

%ali+udba%  
[ear+put.down] 

hear, listen; obey; 
hear 

(Iw) 
(M) 

^alyuju %ali+ju+ju% ? 
[ear+REDUP+wait] 

wait to hear; decide (M) 

^alyakbi %ali+akbi?% 
[ear+?C] 

remember (M) 

    
^ldamulmuni %ldamul+muni% 

[ear?+hit] 
punch on ear (Iw) 

^ldimudba %ldi+mudba% 
[stand+?C] 

cock one’s ear (Iw) 

 

This set is problematic as we need to account for -mul- in ^alimuludba and 

^alinmulwarrki since it also appears in the compound ^ldamulmuni, where ‘ear’ 

should be specified in the verb stem. More importantly, we also find what is possibly 

/l/ hardening to /d/ before /b/ in ^alimudba and ^ldimudba, a finding that goes 

completely against all our current morphophonemic rules. 

 

Note that M ^alyu follows the same conjugation pattern as ^ju ‘wait’, not ^u ‘give’ or 

^(y)u ‘lie’ which suggests that ^ju is the verb root. 
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6.8.3 Mouth 

Table 85 ldad- ‘mouth’ 

^ldadbuji %ldad+buji% 
[mouth+grab] 

grab by chin (Iw) 

^ldadurran %ldad+burran% (b > Ø) 
[mouth+flow] 

vomit (Iw) 

^ldarrani ? %ldad+ldanyi%  
[mouth+hit] 
([leg+hit] also possible) 

punish, scold (Iw) 

 

This set poses the problem of accounting for b > Ø in ^ldadurran. Alternatively, one 

might posit a different root altogether, although -burra seems to be a good candidate 

for the verb root on semantic grounds. 

6.8.4 Back 

Table 86 ngurlkbarr- ‘back’ (M only) 

^ngurlkbarryu %ngurlkbarr+ju% 
‘back’ + ‘lie’ 

lie on back; be even 
ground 

(M) 

^ngurlkbarryudba %ngurlkbarr+?judba% 
‘back’ + ‘put down’ 

put on back (M) 

 
The verb root in the first example is certainly -ju ‘lie’, only attested in Iwaidja in aju 

‘he/she/it lies’ with proto Gunwinyguan cognates *yo / yu ‘sleep’, ‘lie’. The prepound 

is probably ngurlkbarr-, not ngurlkbarry-. However, this raises again the problem of 

reanalysing the verb root in ^ngurlkbarryudba as -judba (see 5.5). 

6.8.5 Miscellaneous 

Table 87 ngurlk- ‘(dirty) water’ 

ngurlk %ngurlk% 
[water] 

dirty, turpid water (n) // 
hot sand; dust; water (n) 

(Iw) 
(M) 

ngurlkbarran %ngurlk+warran% 
[water+white] 

clear (water); boiling 
water (n) 

(Iw) 

^ngurlkung %ngurlk+?ung% 
[water+?C] 

make dirty, turpid (Iw) 

^ngurlkunji %ngurlk+ngunji% 
[water+black] 

stir up dirty water (M) 

^ngurlkburlngan ? %ngurlk+burlngan% 
[water+change] 

turn around, change 
direction 

(Iw) 
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Table 88 ngurtbul- ‘water’ ? 

^ngurtbulwarrki %ngurtbul+barrki% 
[water+hit] 

fill with water (M) 

^ngurtbulukbun %ngurtbul+ukbu% 
[water+break] 

be immersed in something; 
sink; drown 

(M) 

Table 89 ngurrbul- ‘moon’ 

^ngurrbuldalkuku %ngurrbul+ldalku+ku% 
[moon+cut+KDRP] 

first / last quarter of the 
moon 

(Iw) 

^ngurrbulmuni %ngurrbul+muni% 
[moon+hit] 

full moon (Iw) 

Table 90 jirt- / jirr- ‘meat’? 

^yirradad 
irradad 

%jirr+?adad% 
[meat+?C] 

meat (Iw) 
(M) 

^yirralhan %jirr+?alhan% 
[meat+?C] 

meat gets spoilt; 
have heartburn 

(M) 

^(j)irtbirrun %jirt+birru% 
[meat+tie.together] 

carry meat on a string (Iw) 

Table 91 irrk- ‘fish’? 

irrka 
irrjiny 

%irrk+Ca 
[fish+spear?#]  

spear fish M) 

irrkaka %irrk+Ca+ka% 
[fish+spear+KDRP] 

hunt with spear on land (M) 

irrkalku %?irrk+lalku% (k+ld > k) 
[fish+cut] or [grass+cut] 

fish jump, splash; eat grass (M) 

Table 92 mirrk- ‘grass’? 

^mirrkbungku %mirrk+bungku% 
[grass+remove] 

pull up (grass) (Iw) 

^mirrkburlnga %mirrk+burlnga% 
[grass+change] 

turn around (wind); turn 
over 

(Iw) 

^irrkalku %?irrk+lalku% (k+ld > k) 
[grass+cut] or [fish+cut] 

eat grass (LL obj); 
fish splash 

(M) 

Table 93 marl- ‘wind’? 

marldu 
marlu 

%marldu% 
%marlu% 
[wind] 

wind (Iw) 
(M) 

^marlindu %marl+?indu% 
[wind+?C] 

be blown by wind; be 
broken apart 

(M) 
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6.9 Concluding remarks 

I have so far only briefly mentioned the possible semantic roles that a nominal root 

prepound can take in a macro verb stem. Most commonly, we see nominal prepounds 

taking the role of object in the verb root e.g. Iw ^ldaharlwinybun ‘wash one’s feet’, 

^yarrkalku ‘cut one’s hair’. In some cases, the compounded nominal root lowers the 

valency of the verb, making it intransitive, as in ^ldakbalwinybun ‘wash one’s lips’. 

However, this is not necessarily the case. ^ldaharlwinybun and ^yarrkalku can both 

take transitive prefixes to specify whose feet one washes, or whose hair one cuts: the 

vacated syntactic slot is therefore filled by an oblique – in this case, the possessor of 

the body part. This is typical of lexical compounding (known as type II noun 

incorporation in Mithun, 1984). 

 

Prepounds can also function as the instrument of the verb e.g. Iw ^amburryirda ‘push 

with chest’ or ^ngaralkinka ‘grumble’ (‘argue with tongue’). Alternatively, they can 

simply specify the activity denoted by the verb root. This is sometimes idiosyncratic, 

as in ^ldakinka ‘turtle or dugong surface to breathe’. 

 

As a final point, it seems clear that the original macro verb template needs to be 

updated. Ignoring adjectives that are verbalised by suffixation, we have the following 

template: 

Outer prepound Inner prepound Verb root Reciprocal sufiix 
Nominal root Nominal root 

Adjective root 
Verb root 
Adverb 
Spatial 

Verb root -jildi(n)Iw / -jiliM 

Figure 7 Macro verb stem template (revisited) 
 

The inner prepound slot can be filled by the adjective root marrkbarrk ‘soft’, as well 

as the adverb yirrk. It might also be filled by a verb root if we accept the 

‘preventative’ prepound ldak-Iw / lak-M. Finally, we know of at least two spatial 

prepounds: bart- ‘top’ and barn- ‘high’. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this paper I have shown that it is possible to analyse long macro verbs in Iwaidja 

and Maung as compound verbs. These compounds appear to be the legacy of a 

process that is no longer active in either language. Judging by the high number of 

macro verb cognates in these languages (not all of which can be simply attributed to 

borrowing), we might infer that this process predates proto Iwaidjan. Furthermore, the 

fact that certain prepounds are common in one language but absent in the other e.g. 

marl- ‘neck’ in Maung hints that compounding was still productive even after the split 

of proto Iwaidjic. 

 

These compounds typically comprise a verb root and one or more prepounds. Putative 

nominal roots constitute the highest proportion of such prepounds, but prove 

challenging to identify since they often look significantly different from their 

semantically correspondent independent roots, with the notable exceptions of manga- 

‘neck’ and ngardalk-Iw / ngaralk-M ‘tongue’. We can therefore only identify and posit 

a meaning for prepounds by comparing carefully selected sets of verbs. 

 

Within this large set of nominal roots, there is also a high incidence of compounded 

body part terms. This is not unusual cross-linguistically since body parts are involved 

in many institutionalised activities (Mithun, 1984). Furthermore, we see that the 

compounding of these terms does not necessarily affect the valency of the verb, with 

the vacated syntactic slot often filled by the possessor of the body part. This again is 

not unusual since speakers are usually more interested about the effect of an event on 

a participant, not on a specific part of that participant (Mithun, 1986). 

 

In the course of identifying these new roots, I have also located new morpheme 

boundaries and discovered new morphophonemic changes. Suffice it to say, 

knowledge of these changes is essential if one is to determine the boundaries of roots 

in old compounds. At present however, I have not been able to determine the full 

range of changes at all possible morpheme boundaries, though future work in this area 

will hopefully expand our current inventory. 
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Finally, it must be said that I have only begun to unravel morphologically complexity 

in Iwaidja and Maung. The lists of prepounds and verb roots given in this paper are 

certainly not exhaustive, and there still remain numerous ‘cranberry’ morphemes that 

might become identifiable as more data is collected and analysed. The work presented 

here is therefore meant to be a humble first step in a long journey towards greater 

morphological discovery. 
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Appendix A 

Comparison of basic vocabulary between Iwaidja and Maung, using Alpher & Nash’s 

(1999) word list. Maung words are given in their native orthography. [MA+] indicates 

that the nominal / adjective has been inflected for MA gender and that it can also 

inflect for other genders. 

 Iwaidja Maung 
armpit (d)ambarlk any LL 

ngapiny LL 
ashes wurlkudbu manganypum VEG 

yurrwiri ('white ~') MA 
mapaj ('tobacco ~') MA 

axe karlwirruk tatkan MA 
waliman MA 
karramalk MA 

bad ^aliwi 
aliwad ('~ things') 

yaliwi MA 
yaliwiyut ('~ things') 
tumurrunti ('~ people') 

belly ldalal imarrk MA+ 
big bunubun 

murrang 
bibi 
ldawarrkama 

imun MA+ 
iwurraj 

bite manbu 
jirrka 

manpu 

black ngunji mangunji VE+ 
(also 'dark colour') 

blood maningul maningul 
(also 'red') 

bone ngirlirrk iyayik 
ikurru MA 

boomerang wirrgala 
barlkan? 

wirrgala VE 

breast yanyjuk yanyjuk LL 
by-and-by     
chest amburryak kumpil MA 
chin ldarr manyawumpu MA 
cloud / sky kunu kunu / kuwinu / 

kuynu (fast speech) 
nyinkurr 

creek dadbihi wumawurr LL 
wunimi LL 

dog naki 
nurrkakany ('dingo') 

luluj MA 3PL 
jalag ('dingo') 

down, below wuwud wumarrk LL 
[cf imarrk ‘belly’] 
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dream wurrhal wurrgal 
dry birldi iwerr MA+ 
ear kalajarr larnngalk VE 
east abalkban manyij kinymalkpa muwarn 
egg kulajuk kurlajuk MA 
elbow wahardi wagari ED 
excrement kurdak 

yinangkaruk (polite) 
kurak LL 

eye yarda wun VE 
far warakbarda / 

wardakbarda?baka 
walarrpaj 

fat, grease murrkaj 
rirri (also 'honey', 'alcohol') 

murrkaj MA 
weringka ('stomach ~') 

fingernail wakij pi(t)jalk ED 
fire kujali (also 'bush~') 

mawilu 
wilwinbilmin ('spreading ~') 

yungku VE 
kayalgayarl MA 
waraw ('small ~') VE 
miyurrk ('smoke ~') VE 

fish yab / yihab (careful pron.) yap MA 
fly+ murlk   
foot ^lduli yurnu (also 'hand') ED 
forehead ^wartbalmili (also 'roof') iwartpalmili MA 
goanna+ warrkarrk marr(a)wakara MA 
good wurruli 

ramandaman ('sweet', '~ 
quality') 

numalal MA+ 
tumalalut ('~ people') 

grass+ mirlak mirlak VE 
ground+ kunak kunak LL 
hand wirrkalk (also 'finger') yurnu (also 'foot') ED 
hard arnangkad arnangkat LL 
he janad yanad MA+ 
head ^waharl wanji LL 
head hair angbal iwiya MA+ 
hear alidba 

^yidilma 
alyu 
alyutpa 

heart mukamuka marurturt / mawurturt ED 
heavy ldakbi nulakpi MA+ 
hip ^ngurlumakany wirtakul MA 

miwing MA 
hole arjambuj 

^arryu 
malakpirij VE+ 
marlya LL 

hungry ^maju walij 
^wurlkiyin 
yihaka 

maju wirrngak LL 
laji 

I ngabi ngabi 
knee ^midburryuwu kartawarr MA 

ngarlwak MA 
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language yinyman ngaralk LL 
(also 'tongue') 

leaf maldarr (also 'tea') mawiya VE+ 
light (not heavy) arrkalu (y)arkalu MA 
liver ngalhij ngalgij ED 
long wilbanyan 

^ldulwanyan 
yarntulyak MA+ 

mangrove (Avicennia sp.) marawarda nganykarrarr VE 

many ^ngalmu imurra MA+ 
igarra MA+ 

meat, animal yirradad irratat MA 
moon kurrana kurrana MA 
mosquito murnduj 

yinbirir 
ngili MA 
mirrinyak FE 

mouth ldakbirrij (also 'lips) ilakpirij MA+ 
mud yirda yirnkirr / kinkirr LL 
name ngurnaj ingurlaj MA 
nape ^mungkurryuwu imungkurryuwu MA 
near wanjikab wanyji 

pintij 
north awalawal 

angburrudikan 
wungijalk LL 
(also 'sea') 

nose yinmul murlu VE 
now, today kayirrk kayirrk 
old man warlkbarrakan nuwarlkparrakan MA 
one wardad / ^ardad yarakap MA+ 
pandanus murrhala murwala / murgala MA, VE 
pelican marrngarr makakur MA 
person, Aborigine warrkbi arrarrkpi MA 
possum mungarrk mungark MA 

mularn MA 
kuntaruk MA 

rain walmad walmat MA 
rib minyminy mimi VE 
rotten wujang 'stinks' 

(from Macassan) 
wuja 'stinks' 
(from Macassan) 

sand ajbud (also 'beach') 
yal 

ajput LL (also 'beach') 

shade mangku mawngku VE 
shield     
shin ^ldabihi kartungkun MA 

(VE 'ironwood tree') 
short ^ldurtpuj ilurtpuj MA+ 
shoulder ^murlarr 

kalanyun 
'shoulder blade' 

murlirrk MA 
kalannyun MA 
'shoulder blade' 
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sickness kuyak atjak ED 
wuyak / kuyak ED 'sickness 
type' 

skin ^ngurlhi ingiri MA+ 
sky alwarrjirra? apijpirrkalalk ED 

ku(y)nu ED 
small aruj 

arijumardan 
ilijap MA+ 
ilinjinyut MA 

smoke kungany kungany / wungany LL 
miyurrk VE 

snake ambij arukin MA 
soft bardkbardk nulililut MA+ 
south makumbu 

rungarni 
jimurru ED 
mantanti LL 

spear+ alij anjirla VE 
spearthrower nayangkany 

kurdukurduk 
karlpu MA 
worntok VE 

spit inyirl maralngkiny VE 
star karramard wirlamurrk FE 
stone wardyad 

karlwirruk 
waryat LL 

string alhurdu 
winjirlk 

alguru VE 

sun muwarn 
manyij 

muwarn FE 

tail wuwij ka(r)laga(r)la VE 
igarnpa MA 

thigh ^alngartud   
this rukburduka nuka MA+ 
three ngarrkaldawardad 

(ngarrkarrk lda wardad) 
ngarrkarrk la werakap+ 
(e.g. ninyarakap) 

throat ^manga majarr 
iwarurra MA 

to be lying down yaldi 
yu (also 'be', 'exist') 

warnukpu 
kal 

to be standing ^ldi / ^ldindi x2 
ldangani 

li / linti 
langali 

to burn la 
ldarraman 
ldakandaka 
ngarralang 
wunya 
urrwu 

la 
wirnngalkpun 
wunya 
yiti 

to climb urdiki / (w)urdildiki x2 aruki 
to cry wardarrka 

warlwun 
ldartmarrawan 

wararrke 
warnalay 
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to cut ^ldalkun 
yirralkun 
arndakbunarrikingarralangy
indun 

lalku 
yarntakpung'chop down' 

to die ^maju 
ulkari 

maju /majunmaju 
mirnta 
larlukpun 

to dig yawu 
ngalku(n) 

yawu / jawu 

to eat lda / ldanda x2 
malkbarama 

la 
wanpu 

to fall ngartbuni ulkpuni 
warlkanyi 
jurr 

to get, pick up ma 
wujba 
majbungku 
ngalmajbun 
ilima 
(w)ilimang 

ma 
wirlu 

to give ^uku / ukunjildi u 
to go ^alima 

^ara 
ajukunjildin 
wijun 
^naka 

a 
alima 
arra 

to hit (with hand) ^wu 
wunbu 
muni 

wu 
wunpu 

to laugh ambija 
wularrikan 
'make laugh' 

ambiji / awumpiji 
wulatiki 
'make laugh' 

to leave it udba 
ardudba 
yirtaru 

artutpa 
yirtutpa 

to run marrkbungkun ngurri 
jurlkaj 

to see ^ayan / aya 
ngakan 
uka 

aya / eya 

to sit ^wani / wunbani x2 wani 
ap 

to smell it wujirra wujirra 
to speak ldahardama 

ldahamanjildiny 
nginka 
mi 

to spear jirrka 
ldalku 
ngartbirru 

irrka 

to take ma ma 
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to throw aka 
ngartbirru 

aka 
ngartpirru 

tomorrow kuburr ngulan LL 
tongue ngardalk ngaralk LL 
tooth yihi (from Macassan) 

ldakbirrij (also 'lips') 
iyigi MA (from Macassan) 

tree+ arlirr warlk VE 
two ngarrkarrk ngarrkarrk 
up yurrngud yurrng LL 
upper arm ^mawurr imawurr MA 
urine wuwuj 

yildinyjildiny 
wubaj (also 'water') 

wuwuj LL 

vegetable food walij walij 
water wubaj wupaj 
we two inclusive nuyingabi ngarwuri 
west barra (from Macassan) kinyuryi muwarn 
what? biru kiki 

kunuka / kuna / kuni / 
kunukawk 

where? nganduka ngampiwi / ampiwi 
who? maruka 

marukurnaj 
nganti 

wind marldu marlu 
wing feather imajak 

^wiyuk 
imijak MA 

woman wurduwajba 
^warrakamu 

ninyngunji FE 

yam+ mujak akijalk ED 
yamstick warldamurru 

kuba 
wurji 
burrurdijalk 
bukithuku (from Macassan) 

walamurru MA 
kupa MA 
wawaj VE 

you (sg.) nuyi nuyi 
you two nuyilijanad (no form) 
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